


FOREWORD

Traffic concerns have grown at an alarming rate in neighbourhoods throughout the City of 
Pickering over the past number of years.  These concerns have placed a serious strain on the time 
and resources of City Councillors, City Staff and the Durham Regional Police Service, as 
neighbourhood traffic issues now rank as one of the most frequent types of complaints received.  
Investigations into excessive speeding, infiltrating traffic volumes and other vehicular related 
issues have been frequently dealt with in the past through the installation of “technically” 
unwarranted all-way stop signs and the reduction of maximum vehicle speed limits.  Typically 
these measures have proven very ineffective at resolving the respective traffic safety concerns.

Following the regular Council meeting held on December 18, 2000, City staff were requested by 
the Chief Administrative Officer to develop a strategy to guide the municipality on the future 
application of standardized traffic control devices and the installation of newly piloted traffic 
calming measures.  With this focus in mind, staff were given the mandate to develop a “toolkit” 
of measures that could be applied to better manage the safe and efficient movement of traffic on 
City streets. 

In January, 2001, a team was assembled to coordinate efforts towards the development of the 
required strategy.  The core team members consisted of the following City employees: 

Thomas J. Quinn, Chief Administrative Officer 
Everett Buntsma, Director, Operations & Emergency Services Department 
Richard W. Holborn, Division Head, Municipal Property & Engineering Division 
C. Stephen Brake, Supervisor, Traffic Engineering & Waste Management 

Additional research and technical assistance was also provided by the following staff: 

Renata V.Y. Rozinger, Technician, Traffic Engineering 
Scott Booker, Coordinator, Engineering Design & Systems 
Rick Chalmers, Technician, Construction & Design 
Tanya Ryce, Marketing, Promotions/Graphics Designer  

The “Safer Streets Traffic Management Strategy”, as the study is now called, has been drafted 
as a living document designed to evolve with staff’s continuing efforts to improve the balance 
between the three components of safe traffic operations, typically regarded as Education,
Enforcement and Engineering.  The main objectives of the “Safer Streets Traffic Management 
Strategy” can therefore be defined as follows: 

enhance public safety, particularly for pedestrians and cyclists; 
address the concerns of residents, both real and perceived; 
minimize impacts on adjacent residential streets; 
maintain access for local traffic, emergency services and public transit; 
recommend cost-effective measures; 
improve and/or enhance the aesthetics of a neighbourhood; 
discourage short cut through traffic volumes; and 



encourage public participation and community support

In this report, background information and a series of conclusions, recommendations and toolkit 
policies are provided to assist in educating and guiding the public to a better understanding of 
traffic operations.  Staff will continue to monitor, review and update the content of the Strategy 
to ensure that the policies remain current and relevant.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

Rapid urban growth taking place throughout the Greater Toronto Area (GTA) over the past few 
decades has not occurred without creating serious traffic issues.  With specific reference to the 
City of Pickering, the existing major east-west vehicular transportation routes such as the Kings 
Highway #401, Durham Regional Highway #2 (Kingston Road), the Taunton–Steeles connection 
and the Kings Highway #7, continue to frequently reach capacity levels during the morning and 
evening peak periods as commuters make their daily trips to and from their jobs that are 
generally located to the west of Pickering in the City of Toronto and beyond.  The saturation of 
these major transportation routes has unfortunately resulted in the spillover of vehicular traffic 
onto the lower classified streets within the City of Pickering as commuters look for other ways to 
reduce their overall travel times.   These lower classified streets are primarily designed and 
intended to carry volumes of traffic locally within the City of Pickering or to its adjacent 
Municipalities.

Continued urban growth within the boundaries of the City of Pickering itself also largely 
contributes to the increasing volumes of traffic experienced on neighbourhood streets.  
Increasing core densities and the development of new commercial areas and residential 
subdivisions has placed greater emphasis on existing streets to carry higher volumes of traffic to 
and from their destinations.  These increased volumes of traffic may be accompanied by higher 
vehicular speeds which are characteristic to the changing or intended function of the 
neighbourhood streets.

The combined effects of spillover traffic from the major transportation routes and of the volumes 
associated with new development have undoubtedly resulted in the streets of Pickering becoming 
much busier and in some particular cases faster.  The compounding issues of rapid growth, 
inadequate transportation facilities, limited police enforcement, and generally an on-going 
evolution of the City’s transportation system has caused great concern amongst many residents.  
A perception of increased hazard and a reduced quality of life related to traffic operations 
currently exists in many neighbourhoods within the City of Pickering. 

1.2 SCOPE AND APPLICABILITY 

The “Safer Streets Traffic Management Strategy” proposed and discussed in this report will be 
limited to the movement of traffic on City Streets.  The content of the report has no basis to 
manage or recommend changes to mass public transit or to the traffic volumes, speed limits or 
operational patterns on any Provincial, Regional or private road facility.  The content of the 
document, however, can be used to recognize the interrelationships between the upper and lower 
tier facilities and where deemed appropriate changes may be considered to enhance the quality, 
safety and convenience of the transportation system.     
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The document will include a general overview of the requirements for developing and 
maintaining a transportation system in the City of Pickering, which has an acceptable range of 
operating speeds.  Further detail will include a review and outline of traffic control devices and 
the various enforcement and education methods currently available to keep the operating 
parameters of the transportation system in check.  Finally, a description and evaluation of the 
City’s Traffic Calming Pilot Projects will be provided in an effort to develop a new “toolkit” of 
measures which may be considered for implementation where deemed necessary. 

While it can be expected that improved or new transportation routes such as Highway #407 will 
assist for the shorterm in controlling the amount of spillover traffic onto City streets, further 
development generated traffic from within the City and its neighbouring municipalities will 
require a greater dependency on the City’s Transportation System in the future.  It should be 
recognized that concerns amongst City residents will continue to grow as traffic volumes, speeds 
and patterns evolve and change on the transportation system in order to accommodate the travel 
needs of both local and non-local motorists.

1.3 REVIEW OF EXISTING STUDIES/GUIDELINES 

In recent years a number of operational studies have been completed to assess conditions related 
to spillover traffic and development growth in various areas of the City.  These reviews include 
the Southwest Quadrant Area Traffic Study, the Liverpool/Bushmill/Linwood Street Area Traffic 
Study, the Dalewood Drive/Brookridge Gate Area Traffic Study, various Traffic Calming Pilot 
Projects and numerous other neighbourhood investigations.  In most, if not all of these studies, 
the mitigation measures developed and implemented have proven very successful in improving 
traffic flow and increasing neighbourhood safety.  A brief overview of each of the studies is 
provided as follows: 

1.3.1 Southwest Quadrant Area Study 

Throughout most of the 1980’s and 1990’s traffic volumes on the King’s Highway #401 
increased through the City of Pickering to levels well beyond capacity.  While plans were 
being finalized to improve the Freeway by widening it to a core-collector system, 
spillover traffic began creating serious congestion and safety issues on many Regional 
and City streets in the southwest quadrant area of the City.  The southwest quadrant area 
is generally bounded by Highway 401 to the north, Frenchmans Bay to the east, Lake 
Ontario to the south and the City of Toronto border to the west.  While the Southwest 
Quadrant Area Study completed in March, 1996, resulted in the development of a number 
of recommendations and improvements including “real-time” video camera monitoring 
of the Whites Road at Bayly Street intersection and the introduction of an Intersection 
Pedestrian Signal (IPS) at Oklahoma Drive at Eyer Drive, it was acknowledged that most 
of the relief from the massive amounts of spillover traffic would not be recognized until 
the Freeway improvements were fully completed in 1999. 
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1.3.2 Liverpool/Bushmill/Linwood Street Area Traffic Study 

The opening of Pineridge Highschool on the north section of Liverpool Road in 1994 
resulted in an increase in traffic volumes that well exceeded the capacity limits of the 
single access roadway into the neighbourhood.  The volumes of parent, student and local 
resident traffic during the morning, noon and afternoon peak periods created delays on 
the section of Liverpool Road north of Finch Avenue, which frequently exceeded a half 
an hour.  Matters were further complicated by the presence of vehicular and pedestrian 
traffic related to other area elementary schools, the technically unwarranted use of traffic 
control devices, the location and operation of a school crossing over Liverpool Road and 
the close proximity of a traffic control signal at Finch Avenue.   Recommendations 
developed in the study completed in June, 1995 included the construction of dedicated 
right turn lanes to reduce intersection delay, the rescheduling of the start and release 
times of each area school to extend the peak traffic period and the introduction of on-
street parking by-laws to allow unimpeded access for emergency service vehicles. 

1.3.3 Dalewood Drive/Brookridge Gate Area Traffic Study 

The Dalewood Drive/Brookridge Gate Area Traffic Study was undertaken in October 
1995, to determine the effects of the shortcut traffic being reported by the residents on 
these streets.  The results of the study, which later included Rougemount Drive north of 
Kingston Road readily, confirmed that the shortcutting of local traffic was occurring and 
that excessive vehicle speeds on Rougemount Drive were also of issue.  A number of 
recommendations were discussed in the final report including road closings, turn 
prohibitions and future improvements through revised traffic signal timings and the 
installation of a new signal, however, the introduction of a Traffic Calming Pilot Project 
was adopted and later implemented.  This new alternative to control traffic movements 
resulted in the introduction of a series of traffic calming speed humps and speed bumps 
on Dalewood Drive, Brookridge Gate and Rougemount Drive.  The intent of the traffic 
calming design was to maintain connectivity between neighbourhoods while safely 
regulating the volume and speed of traffic. 

1.3.4 Traffic Calming Pilot Projects 

In addition to the traffic calming measures installed on Rougemount Drive, Dalewood 
Drive and Brookridge Gate, other pilot project initiatives have also been located on 
Glendale Drive and in the rural area Hamlets of Cherrywood, Greenwood and Whitevale.  
Each of the projects has employed a variety of both visual and physical traffic calming 
measures in locations which are respective of the neighbourhood topography and 
wherever possible acceptable to the local residents.  Such traffic calming measures as 
entrance gateways, pavement markings, warning signs, speed bumps, speed humps, 
raised intersections, chicanes, median islands and a traffic circle have been installed.  All 
of the traffic calming measures have been implemented with considerable community 
involvement and a majority support.  The Traffic Calming Pilot Projects will be discussed 
in greater detail later in this report.
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1.3.5 Other Neighbourhood Studies 

The continuing growth of resident traffic complaints in recent years has resulted in 
Staff’s on-going investigation of numerous other neighbourhood studies.  Complaints 
regularly include the familiar concerns of excessive speed and the volume of traffic on 
neighbourhood streets.  Study methodology for these investigations usually confirms the 
operating speeds and the uniform application of traffic control devices, however, the 
regular requests for reduced maximum speed limits to 40 km/h and the posting of all-way 
stops are typically not supported.  These types of mitigation measures are fairly easy to 
implement but regularly prove ineffective and actually create other related safety hazards.  
The awareness and understanding of Traffic Calming has become more commonplace 
amongst residents and as a result is now more frequently requested.  Until such time, 
however, that a traffic claming policy is developed and adopted by City Council, staff 
will continue to report on the technical findings of the studies and wherever possible 
recommend improvements to the more common Engineering, Enforcement and 
Education components of traffic operations.  

1.4 STUDY GOALS AND PHASING 

A number of study goals have been envisioned during the conception and development stages of 
this technical document.  Each goal has a specific purpose in helping to manage the safe and 
efficient flow of traffic on the streets under the Jurisdiction of the City of Pickering.  A brief 
description of each study goal is provided as follows:     

To provide an overview of the existing classification of City streets and to protect the 
intended function of the streets in accordance with the designations that have been 
approved in the City’s most recent Official Plan; 

To rationalize maximum vehicle speed limits on City streets and to protect certain 
streets and/or corridors against the arbitrary and ineffective lowering of speed limits; 

To fully explain the intended function and proper use of Traffic Control Devices and 
the negative effects of the installation of inappropriate regulatory controls; 

To detail and develop the limits, benefits and required harmony of Engineering, 
Enforcement and Education in roadway safety; 

To outline the status of the Traffic Calming Pilot Projects being undertaken in the City 
of Pickering; and

To provide direction and a “toolkit” of technical measures which Council, City Staff 
and the Public can use to better understand and manage the safe and efficient 
movement of traffic on City streets. 
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The Phasing of the comprehensive review has been completed in a 4-stage process consisting of 
the development of this the Technical Document, Community Consultation Sessions, a final 
Report to Finance & Operations Committee and an Implementation and Education Program.  
Phases 1 through 3 are expected to be completed within the timelines of March, 26th, 2001, 
December 31, 2002, and January 27, 2003, respectively.  The Community Consultation, Phase 2, 
stage of the Strategy was extended to the end of 2002 as it was decided that the document needed 
a marketing strategy in order to present the material in a more concise and user-friendly manner.  
The implementation and education component will be an on-going activity prioritized in 
accordance with the recommendations resulting from Council’s consideration and possible 
additional direction related to the Phase 3 Report. 
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2.0 CLASSIFICATION OF STREETS 

2.1 PURPOSE OF ROAD CLASSSIFICATION 

Road classification is the structuring of a network of roads into a system of clearly defined types 
based on the level of service that each facility provides to the motoring public.  The network of 
roads or the transportation system should be arranged in such a fashion that it promotes the safe 
and efficient year round movement of vehicular traffic between points of trip origin and 
destination and access to property.  It is considered essential that once a transportation system 
has been established that it should be adhered with in order to maintain the desired operating 
principles of a fully integrated system providing connections within and between 
neighbourhoods.  Road classifications are typically determined through land service, traffic 
service and traffic use requiring such information as traffic volume, speed characteristics, 
amount and type of adjacent land use and the distribution of specific vehicle types.

Exhibit 2.1: Typical Transportation Network 
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2.2 FACTORS OF CLASSIFICATION 

The service function and traffic characteristics of any facility must be properly evaluated to 
identify whether specific designation should be given to the facility as a Freeway, Arterial, 
Collector or Local Road.  The following subsections describe the various service functions and 
traffic operating characteristics generally used in the process of determining the roadway 
classification.

 2.2.1 Service Function 

The function of any roadway facility is to service traffic volumes, land use or in some 
cases both.  Freeways and arterials provide for the movement of through traffic between 
neighbouring municipalities, while locals generally serve land use and collectors serve a 
combination of both.       

 2.2.2 Traffic Volume 

Traffic volumes can typically range into different road classifications, however, high 
volumes are generally associated with freeways and arterials while low volumes can be 
expected on collectors and locals.  

 2.2.3 Flow Characteristics 

The flow characteristics of a facility are generally determined by the classification of the 
roadway.  Local roads, which provide full land access, are typically interrupted by cross 
traffic movements, parked vehicles and pedestrians.  Freeways and rural arterials on the 
otherhand generally have unrestricted free movements.    

   
 2.2.4 Running Speed 

The running speed or operating speed of traffic during off-peak times is closely 
dependent on the type and condition of the travel surface, type and number of traffic 
control devices, intensity and mix of adjacent land use, roadway access provisions and 
vehicle types.  Running speeds generally increase from locals to collectors and arterials to 
freeways as the corresponding service function changes from land use to traffic volumes.           

 2.2.5 Vehicle Type 

The types of vehicles found on a particular facility is dependent on the purpose of the 
roadway, i.e. land use or volume, and as such generally defines the roadways 
classification.  Local roads typically have a high proportion of passenger cars and small 
trucks with a small percentage of large trucks while arterials and freeways carry a much 
higher volume of commercial type vehicles.       
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2.2.6 Connections 

The proper network structuring of a transportation system prefers that local roads connect 
with collectors, collectors with arterials and arterials with freeways.  It is generally 
considered inefficient and potentially unsafe that locals would be connected with arterials 
and collectors with freeways.  Locals should not connect with freeways.

2.3 DESCRIPTION OF CLASSIFICATIONS 

The specific characteristics of the four road classifications being freeway, arterial, collector and 
local road are outlined in Tables 2.1 and 2.2.  It should be noted that although facilities in rural 
and urban areas may be similarly classified they might have very different operating principles.  
The characteristics of each road classification are described in accordance with the factors of 
classification as previously described. 

Table 2.1: Characteristics of Rural Roads 

Rural Locals Rural 
Collectors 

Rural Arterials Rural Freeways 

Service
Function

Land service 
primary function 
traffic movement 
secondary
function

Land service and 
traffic movement 
of equal 
importance 

Traffic
movement 
primary function 
land service 
secondary
function

Traffic
movement 

TrafficVolumes Less than 1,000 
vehicles per day 

Less than 5,000 
vehicles per day 

Less than 12,000 
vehicles per day 

Greater than 
8,000 vehicles 
per
day

Flow 
Characteristics

Interrupted Flow Interrupted Flow Uninterrupted 
flow except at 
signals

Free Flow 

Running Speed 50 to 90 km/h 50 to 90 km/h 60 to 100 km/h 80 to 100 km/h 
Vehicle Type Predominantly 

passenger cars, 
light to medium 
trucks and 
occasionally 
heavy trucks 

All types, up to 
30% light to 
Medium trucks  

All types, up to 
20% heavy 
trucks

All types, 20% to 
30% heavy 
trucks

Connections Other locals and 
Collectors 

Locals, other 
collectors and 
arterials

Collectors, other 
arterials and 
freeways

Arterials and 
other freeways 
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Table 2.2: Characteristics of Urban Roads  

 Urban Locals Urban 
Collectors 

Urban Arterials Urban Freeways

Service
Function

Land access 
primary function 
traffic movement 
secondary
function

Land service and 
traffic movement 
of equal 
importance 

Traffic
movement 
primary function 
land service 
secondary
function

Traffic
movement 

Traffic Volumes Less than 3,000 
vehicles per day 

1,000 to 12,000 
vehicles per day 

5,000 to 30,000 
vehicles per day 

Greater than 
20,000 vehicles 
per day 

Flow 
Characteristics

Interrupted Flow Interrupted Flow Uninterrupted 
flow except at 
signals and 
crosswalks

Free Flow 

Running Speed 20 to 40 km/h 30 to 70 km/h 40 to 90 km/h 70 to 100 km/h 
Vehicle Type Passenger cars 

and service 
vehicles

All types  All types, up to 
20% trucks 

All types, up to 
20% trucks

Connections Other locals and 
collectors

Locals, other 
collectors and 
arterials

Collectors, other 
arterials and 
freeways

Arterials and 
other freeways 

It should be noted that Freeways, Arterials, Collectors and Local Roads are recognized and 
specifically defined within the City’s Official Plan.  A description of each road category as 
defined in the Official Plan is provided as follows: 

Freeways:
Are controlled access roads designed to carry the highest volumes of traffic at high speeds within 
and beyond the City and Region; and 

Type ‘A’ Arterial Roads:
Are the highest order arterial road; are designed to carry large volumes of traffic at moderate to 
high speeds, over relatively long distance; have access restrictions; and generally have a right-of-
way width ranging from 36 to 50 metres; and 

Type ‘B’ Arterial Roads:
Are designed to carry moderate volumes of traffic at moderate speeds, within a municipality; 
have some access restrictions; and generally have a right-of-way width ranging between 30 to 36 
metres; and 
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Type ‘C’ Arterial Roads:
Are designed to carry lower volumes of traffic, at slower speeds; provide access to properties; 
and generally have a right-of-way width ranging from 26 to 30 metres; 

Collector Roads:
Provide access to individual properties, to local roads, to other collector roads and to the arterial 
road system; carry greater volumes of traffic than local roads, including automobiles, 
pedestrians, bicycles and transit; and generally have a right-of-way width ranging from 20 to 22 
metres; and 

Local Roads:
Provide access to individual properties, to other local roads, to collector roads, and on occasion, 
to the arterial road system; carry local traffic; and generally have a right-of-way of up to 20 
metres, with the exception of local roads serving industrial properties which may have a right-of-
way of up to 23 metres.       

2.4 CLASSIFICATION OF CITY STREETS 

The City’s Official Plan is a document, which lays the “foundation” for building a good 
community.  As noted in the introduction of the new official plan, this foundation provides a 
vision for the City, a process to achieve the vision and an established monitoring program for 
checking development progress.  Since all development must conform to the guidelines of the 
Official Plan Council last approved the new document in March, 1997. 

A safe and efficient transportation system is a key element in the foundation.  As such, chapter 
four of the Official Plan is dedicated to setting out a transportation strategy for the City in which 
all of the principles of proper road classification are followed.  Policies within the Official Plan 
set out very clear and defined goals and objectives for the City’s Transportation System both 
now and for the future.  The primary transportation goal for the City is to:  

“Establish and promote a transportation system for people and goods movement, that offers a 
range of travel choices, and comprises an integrated and accessible network of transportation 
corridors.”

To achieve this goal a number of transportation objectives have been outlined in the Official 
Plan, which have specific relevance to the on-going development of the “Safer Streets Traffic 
Management Strategy”.  They read as follows: 

“participate in the design and operation of a transportation system that enables the year-
round movement of people, goods and services, within and through the City, in a manner 
that is safe, convenient, reliable, efficient, aesthetically pleasing, and recognizes the local 
context”;

“use existing and future transportation infrastructure efficiently”; 
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“balance the need to accommodate private automobiles with the need to accommodate 
pedestrians, cyclists, the disabled, public transit, taxis, and the movement of goods and 
services”;

“find ways of reducing the amount of commuting from and through the City, while 
maintaining an appropriate grid of roads and transit connections to adjacent 
municipalities”;

“gradually shift the City’s transportation focus to an increased north-south orientation 
while recognizing a strong east-west orientation will continue”; 

 “establish a logical network of roads that, where warranted, facilitate connections 
within and between neighbourhoods, using Kingston Road as the City’s mainstreet”; and 

“involve residents, business-people, landowners, relevant public agencies, and other 
interested groups and individuals in transportation decisions”.

Closely following the guidelines of the Official Plan policies is essential to operating, 
maintaining, and sustaining proper growth in the City on safe and efficient roadway facilities.  
The City’s Transportation Plan, which forms part of the new Official Plan, has been provided as 
Exhibit 2.2. 

It should also be noted that the Official Plan encourages a new planning direction for the City of 
Pickering.  This new direction recognizes that the continued expansion of an extensive network 
of expressways and arterial roads cannot be sustained to support additional widespread low-
density suburban development.  Community planning today is becoming more cognizant of the 
need to build safe, healthy, attractive and sustainable urban and rural communities while 
remaining appreciative of the fact that Pickering is part of a larger evolving Region, surrounded 
by a larger Greater Toronto Area within a changing world. 

In order to achieve the new planning direction towards sustainable urban and rural communities 
the City’s Official Plan recommends and encourages a few key points, which are important to the 
implementation of the Safer Streets Traffic Management Strategy.  The points are as follows: 

“for the purposes of traffic calming to provide for the installation, where warranted, of 
traffic calming  circles and other similar features;” 

“to avoid providing excessively wide roads or boulevards; and” 

“review the location of stop signs, and consider removing unnecessary ones to reduce 
noise, fuel consumption and vehicular emissions.” 
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3.0 RATIONALIZING SPEED LIMITS 

3.1 PURPOSE OF SPEED RATIONALIZATION 

Maintaining recommended speed limits on City Streets is an essential element to the safe and 
efficient operation of the transportation system.  Traffic volumes flowing at uniform speeds 
results in increased safety and fewer accidents.  The arbitrary lowering of speed limits, however, 
to technically unreasonable limits produces a wider range of speeds and a more dangerous 
operating environment.  Certain streets within the City, particularly collector and arterial roads, 
must closely follow these principles in order to operate safely and efficiently.

The rationalization of speed limits on City streets is a practice that must commence immediately 
and continue as new roads are built, reconstructed or as their function and classification changes.  
Rationalizing speed limits will ensure safer operating characteristics on the different types of 
roads in the City and also encourage the enforcement of speed limits by the Police Service.             

3.2 HIGHWAY TRAFFIC ACT – PART IX RATE OF SPEED 

Section 128 of the Ontario Highway Traffic Act states that no person shall drive a motor vehicle 
at a rate of speed greater that 80 km/h on all rural roadways and 50 km/h on all urban roadways.  
These statutory limits as set out by the Ministry of Transportation are intended to maintain a 
consistent and recognized rate of speed in similar areas throughout the Province. 

Notwithstanding the above, however, the Council of a Municipality may by by-law prescribe a 
rate of speed different from the rate of speed as set out in Section 128.  These rates of speed shall 
be 40, 60, 70, 80, 90 or 100 km/h.  In each of these cases as outlined in Section 128 Part 11, the 
by-law and the revised rate of speed will not become effective until the highway or portion 
thereof affected by the by-law is signed in accordance with the Highway Traffic Act and its 
regulations.

Rates of speed, other than the statutory limits, should generally only be considered appropriate 
when roadway design or operating characteristics support a lower or higher maximum speed.       

3.3 SELECTION OF POSTED SPEED LIMIT ON CITY STREETS 

The selection of the posted speed limit on City Streets should primarily be based on the 
classification of the street and further be determined through proper engineering studies which 
often reflect roadway alignment and profile.  Other factors such as the type and level of roadside 
development, pedestrian and cyclist activity in the area and accident potential or experience also 
play an important but less defining role in determining an appropriate maximum speed. 

The 85th percentile speed is generally considered the speed, which is safe, reasonable, and one, 
which also informs the motorist of the maximum speed that is consistent with a low risk of an 
accident.  When speed limits are set artificially low causing an inconsistency, the speed profile 
on the street increases resulting in enforcement difficulties and reduced levels of safety.  It is 
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commonly found that speed limit changes seldom alter the characteristics of the traffic stream.  
In fact, arbitrarily decreasing speed limits only results in a higher percentage of drivers being in 
violation of the newly posted maximum speed limit.    

As noted earlier, speed zone uniformity is a basic premise of the safe operating characteristics of 
a roadway and on a larger scale the transportation system.  Without constant enforcement to 
maintain an artificially low speed limit, motorists will always travel at a rate of speed for which 
they feel comfortable for the prevailing roadway conditions.  A relationship between the 
classification of City streets, the design characteristics of the particular facility and the calculated 
85th percentile speed should be closely followed when setting maximum speed limits.  Ideally, 
urban local and collector streets should typically have an unposted maximum speed limit of 50 
km/h while arterials should be posted at 60 km/h.  Speed reductions to 40 km/h should be 
reserved for areas of high pedestrian activity such as fronting schools and retirement homes or 
where engineering studies justify their installation.    

3.4 FUTURE POLICIES AND SPEED RATIONALIZATIONS 

As the City’s road network continues to grow and evolve, many of the original lot and 
concession streets have become collector and arterial roads that have a high ratio of residential 
frontage.  Since the service function of these types of streets is shared with traffic movement, 
roadway designs have typically widened the pavement and improved the horizontal and vertical 
alignments to support safer operating characteristics.  A factor of these “traffic movement” 
supporting improvements, however, is that driver comfort is increased which naturally results in 
higher vehicle operating speeds.  Not surprisingly, high ratios of residential frontage do not mix 
well with the operating characteristics of these types of facilities. 

Concerns with high vehicle operating speeds on local streets are also quite common.  Although 
most local streets have design characteristics that normally self-enforce safe vehicle operating 
speeds, the excessive speed of an occasional vehicle heightens resident concern and their 
perception of problems. 

Given the existing legislation of the Highway Traffic Act, it is currently unrealistic to by-law and 
post every urban street in the City of Pickering with 40 km/h reduced rates of speed.  The 
Province after decades of experience, have set the statutory speed limit for urban streets at 50 
km/h in which case no speed posting is required.  The determination of this rate of speed is 
consistent with the fact that most motorists, 85 percent of them on average, feel and should be 
safe travelling at 50 km/h on most urban facilities.  

The lowering of speed limits to 40 km/h can be further argued as being ineffective as technology 
continues to advance in the automotive field.  Since roadway operating speeds are very closely 
related to the comfort of a motorist, one can expect that as vehicle handling characteristics 
improve, that higher operating speeds will be present on neighbourhood streets. The increasing 
number of complaints about vehicle speeding on all types of roads may be directly related to 
today’s safer and better handling automobiles.   Although an increase in the existing 50 km/h 
statutory speed limit is not supported, perhaps it is quickly becoming too low for the comfort of 
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motorists.  Since it is recognized that residents in neighbourhoods will continue to request 
additional speed reductions to 40 km/h, as a perceived safety improvement, a specific policy 
should be adopted to govern such restrictions.  The policy should address the real and perceived 
benefits of reducing speed limits to 40 km/h; the aesthetic changes to the street and the 
installation and maintenance costs involved for the City.

The rationalization of speed limits on City streets to appropriate rates, specific for the design and 
class of the roadway should also be undertaken.  The posting of appropriate speed limits makes 
enforcement easier, which may result in police being more inclined to conduct regular radar 
checks. Police are currently less likely to visit roadways with posted speed limits that do not 
reflect the true operating conditions since most, if not all, of the motorists will be travelling 
above the maximum posted limit.                      

Unfortunately the purpose of posting speed limits should be limited to notifying motorists of a 
safe rate of speed for a particular roadway rather than the rate of speed which they are desired to 
travel.  Where justified and considered acceptable other means of slowing traffic speeds should 
be employed.   

Exhibit 3.1 is a current map of the streets in the City of Pickering, which have amended rates of 
speed to either 40 km/h or 60 km/h.  The graphic readily illustrates the inconsistencies in speed 
zoning between similar local, collector and arterial streets throughout the City.  In keeping with 
the City’s proposed transportation system the speeds on these streets should be rationalized, 
particularly those on the collector and arterial streets, in order to protect their intended function, 
increase safety and encourage Police enforcement initiatives.      
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4.0 TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICES 

4.1 DEFINITION 

Traffic control devices can be any types of sign, marking, signal or other device, which is placed 
on, over or adjacent to a highway to regulate, warn, guide and inform the road user. 

4.2 PURPOSE OF TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICES 

Traffic control devices are used to convey messages to road users of the regulations, roadway 
characteristics and hazards, and information necessary for route selection.  Simplification of the 
driving task through the uniform application of traffic control devices results in an improved 
level of safety and convenience and promotes the efficient movement of people and goods in an 
orderly fashion. 

4.3 HIGHWAY TRAFFIC ACT – LEGAL AUTHORITY 

The Ontario Highway Traffic Act (HTA) provides the legal authority to install and/or operate 
various types of traffic control devices.  Regulations within the HTA govern the size, description 
and location of regulatory signing, markings and also specify the basic operating parameters for 
traffic control signal systems.  Types of signing that are subject to the regulations of the HTA 
include speed limit signs, stop signs, stopping control signs, parking control signs, pedestrian 
crossover signs, etc.  The conditions that motorists must associate with these regulations are 
described in the HTA as “Rules of the Road”.  When a condition or rule of the HTA is broken, 
the infraction is subject to enforcement through a set fine structure. 

4.4 MANUAL OF UNIFORM TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICES

The Ontario Ministry of Transportation has developed and refined over the period of many years 
the Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD).  The principal goal of this guide is to 
help achieve uniformity respecting the application and installation of traffic control devices 
throughout Ontario, Canada and North America.  The guide is regarded as a very important 
reference tool for the traffic engineering profession as it provides recommended standard 
guidelines to properly convey regulatory, warning and information messages to road users. 

4.4.1 Regulatory Signs 

As noted earlier, the installation of regulatory traffic control signs are subject to the 
regulations of the Highway Traffic Act.  The imposition of legal authority is required of 
regulatory signs since a response is necessary of the motorist to maintain a safe roadway 
operating environment.  Regulatory signs are grouped into three categories according to 
their specific function.  The categories are Right-of-way control, Road use control and 
Miscellaneous Control Signs.  The most frequently installed regulatory signs include 
speed limit signs, stop signs, stopping control signs and parking control signs.  The basic 
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size and description of these signs are covered in the regulations of the HTA but 
additional information such as standard installation warrant guidelines or criteria and 
placement locations are detailed in the MUTCD.  Given that regulatory signs have a 
profound effect on the movement of traffic and the behaviour of motorists, due to their 
legal implications, it is recommended that the decision to install these types of signs be 
undertaken with proper judgement following traffic engineering studies.  The 
inappropriate use of regulatory signs can convey an improper message to motorists, 
which may result in increased roadway hazards and driver disobedience.                             

4.4.2 Warning Signs 

Warning type signs are used in advance of particular situations where the conditions may 
be potentially dangerous to the road user.  The approaching conditions will normally 
require that the motorist take additional caution and that vehicle speeds be reduced.  The 
appropriate and consistent application of warning signs will improve safety and expedite 
traffic flow.  Oversigning of a condition, however, may result in complacency as well as 
a general disrespect for this and other types of traffic control devices.

Warning type signs are grouped into four categories according to their specific function.  
The categories are Physical Conditions, Traffic Regulations Ahead, Pedestrian and 
Intermittent Moving Hazards and Miscellaneous Warning Signs.  The Manual of Uniform 
Traffic Control Devices provides installation criteria and also specifications for the size, 
description and placement location for each category of warning signs.  Similar to the 
recommendation for regulatory signs, the installation of warning signs should also be 
kept to a minimum to convey a proper message and to gain respect for the traffic control 
device.

4.4.3 Traffic Signals 

Traffic signals include all electrically operated traffic control devices, except signs, by 
which traffic is directed or warned to take responsive action.  These devices most 
frequently take the form of Traffic Control Signals which alternate vehicular and/or 
pedestrian right-of-way and flashing beacons at intersections or flashing beacons that 
warn of other special hazards.  Legal authority respecting the installation and operation of 
traffic signals is provided in the Highway Traffic Act. 

The main function of a traffic control signal is to alternate the right-of-way between 
conflicting traffic movements with maximum efficiency.  Maximum efficiency can be 
defined as the minimum delay for the minimum hazard possible.  Traffic control signals 
should not be considered as a safety device since their primary function is to control the 
movement of high volumes of traffic.  The installation of traffic control signals may 
reduce the severity of some types of accidents but also may increase the frequency of 
others such as rear end types. 
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Specific guidelines and warrant criteria are provided in the Manual of Uniform of Traffic 
Control Devices governing the installation of traffic control signals.  Unless the standard 
warrants for a traffic signal are fully met the installation should generally not occur since 
it may actually hinder traffic movement.  Unnecessary installations may result in undue 
delay and an increase in collision experience.

4.4.4 Pavement, Hazard and Delineation Markings 

Markings are used to supplement the regulations or warning messages of other traffic 
control devices such as stop signs or traffic signals.  Markings can also be used 
independently to convey messages to road users where other forms of notification cannot 
achieve the desired level of control.  Legislation is provided by the Highway Traffic Act, 
which allows the road authority the jurisdiction to apply markings for the purposes of 
guiding, warning or regulating traffic.  Types of markings are divided into two categories 
being Pavement and Curb Markings and Hazard and Delineation Markings. 

As with all types of traffic control devices, markings should be uniform in design, 
position and application.  The standard approach will ensure that road markings are 
readily recognized and interpreted by the road user.                                   
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5.0 ENFORCEMENT AND EDUCATION 

5.1 ENFORCEMENT 

Traffic safety is dependent on a number of factors including the provision of regular enforcement 
initiatives.  Most motorists are educated about the “Rules of the Road” when they are subjected 
to theoretical testing and in-car practical schooling to earn the privileges of obtaining a driver’s 
licence.  Following these challenges, however, the continued education of drivers is fairly non-
existent unless a regulatory infraction is completed that causes an accident or is subject to 
enforcement and a set fine.  Although this type of education is not well received by road users, it 
quickly does remind a motorist of the primary rules of the road and may serve to change their 
inappropriate driving style for a period of time. 

As can be expected, if the enforcement component of safe traffic operations is reduced to 
minimal levels, the behaviour of motorists will change for the worse.  Unsafe travel speeds will 
occur, stop sign compliance will decrease and the overall safe operating environment of the 
roadway will suffer.  Attempts to counteract the absence of enforcement through engineering 
may not always resolve the situation.  In particular, the reduction of maximum speed limits to 
unreasonable rates and the posting of technically unwarranted all-way stop signs will prove 
ineffective especially without regular enforcement.   

Matters need be addressed to obtain an increased level of Police enforcement on City streets.       

5.2 EDUCATION                 

Providing an understanding of the basics of traffic operations is an important key to maintaining 
the efficiency and safety of the transportation system.  Education must not only be directed at the 
road user but also at the residents that live on a particular street where traffic concerns exist.  
Education may take many forms from standard traffic signing for the road user to a simple 
explanation or the completion of a full operational study for residents.

Road users must be continually reminded of the potential hazards on roadways through the 
installation of standard traffic control devices.  Messages can be effectively conveyed to the 
motorist by properly applying the use of speed signs, stops signs, warning signs, pavement 
markings and other traffic control devices.  When a motorist ignores these messages, however, 
they not only compromise their own safety but that of other drivers and neighbourhood residents.
One type of education, which is of utmost importance to address these inappropriate driving 
styles, is enforcement.  Other education means may also include the undertaking of a 
Neighbourhood Traffic Watch Program or developing brochures and flyers that may influence 
and improve a motorist’s driving attitude. 

Residents must also be educated on the basics of traffic operations.  Concerned residents should 
be made to understand that an efficient network of roads must exist in the City to allow for the 
movement of people and goods.  Local, collector and arterial roads are respectively designed to 
carry higher volumes of traffic at generally higher speeds.  Efforts should also be made to 
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educate residents on the real and perceived benefits of reducing speed limits and the posting of 
technically unwarranted all-way stop signs. Methods to help achieve these goals include the 
preparation of this document, brochures and flyers and staff’s continuing efforts to provide 
technical investigations and advice.
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6.0 TRAFFIC CALMING 

6.1 INTRODUCTION TO TRAFFIC CALMING 

Traffic calming is defined by the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) in their December 
1998, Canadian Guide to Neighbourhood Traffic Calming as follows: 

“Traffic calming is the combination of mainly physical measures that reduce the negative effects 
of motor vehicle use, alter driver behaviour and improve conditions for non-motorized street 
users.”

In order to achieve this objective, traffic calming usually involves the installation of a 
combination of the following roadway design characteristics or features:  

changes to the vertical and/or horizontal alignment of the roadway; 
changes to the traveled portion of the roadway through pavement and/or lane narrowing; 
changes to the roadways surface texture and/or colour; and 
installing visual treatments that may include entrance gateways, trees and/or ground 
cover.

By redesigning roadways from the wide, long and straight sections of pavement to narrower, 
shorter sections, the flow of traffic can be better managed.  Motorists are required, through the 
implementation of a variety of measures, to modify their driving behaviour to that, which allows 
their presence as a guest in a neighbourhood.  Traffic calming encourages people to consider 
other travel modes such as walking, cycling and transit.  Of foremost importance traffic calming 
allows a street to return to a multi-purpose facility where physical access is permitted yet close 
community social links can be formed.

 6.1.1 Background 

 Traffic calming began in the Netherlands in the early 1970’s and has since become very 
commonplace throughout much of Europe.  Traffic calming is a relatively new trend in 
North America and particularly Canada but has grown dramatically in popularity in 
recent years.  The City of Pickering was one of the first municipalities in Ontario to 
initiate traffic calming pilot projects on its streets with the installation of “speed humps” 
in 1996. 

Traffic calming can improve the safety of a neighbourhood by reducing the main concern 
of residents which is the operating speed of vehicles.  Lower operating speeds on 
neighbourhood streets may result in the occurrence of fewer and less severe collisions as 
cyclists, pedestrians and other motorists have more time to react to sudden situations.  Of 
added benefit, traffic calming is also self-enforcing in nature thereby reducing or 
eliminating the dependency on police enforcement to ensure compliance. 
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6.2 DESCRIPTION OF PILOT PROJECTS IN PICKERING 

Residents have become increasingly concerned with the effects of vehicular traffic on their 
neighbourhood streets.  Traffic growth, excessive vehicle speeds, increased collisions, energy 
consumption, pedestrian safety and noise and air pollution are viewed by residents as a general 
decline in the “quality of life” in their neighbourhood.  As a means to address these specific 
issues a number of traffic calming pilot projects have been implemented since 1996, on various 
streets in the City as displayed on Exhibit 6.1.  A brief description of the rationale, community 
consultation process and the type of traffic calming measures that have been installed are 
provided as follows: 

 6.2.1 Rougemount Drive 

 Traffic Calming speed humps were installed on the section of Rougemount Drive 
between Altona Road (Regional Road 27) and Kingston Road (Durham Regional 
Highway #2) in 1996.  The process was initiated by a Resolution of Council following 
the submission of a traffic investigation report for the Dalewood Drive/Brookridge Gate 
Area.  The recommendation of the report was to implement a traffic calming pilot project 
in an effort to control the identified volume of shortcut traffic and the excessive speed of 
vehicles along Rougemount Drive.  Following an extensive community consultation 
process in which each resident was personally interviewed and a majority of supporting 
residents confirmed, a series of six (6) speed humps were strategically placed along the 
length of Rougemount Drive at a general spacing of approximately 125 metres.  Given 
that no approved speed hump design existed in Canada at the time of installation, a City 
of Portland, Oregon, standard for a local road having a circular hump dimension of 14 
feet (4.27 metres) long with a 3 inch (76 mm) crest was used.    

 6.2.2 Dalewood Drive/Brookridge Gate 

 The Dalewood Drive/Brookridge Gate Area Traffic Study completed in October, 1995, 
confirmed the shortcutting of a large volume of traffic through the Rougemount 
Neighbourhood.  Although the majority of the vehicles were local to the Rougemount 
Neighbourhood, the related effect of the additional vehicle trips on these two specific 
streets was considered unacceptable for their particular classification and service 
function.  In addition to the volumes of traffic, vehicle speeds and the poor observance of 
the all-way stop condition at the intersection of Dalewood Drive at Brookridge Gate was 
also of great concern.  Traffic calming speed humps were introduced on Dalewood Drive 
and on Brookridge Gate in July, 1996, to address the speed related concerns and also to 
detract from the routes as an attractive and convenient shortcut.  Speed bumps were also 
installed at the stop line for each approach to the Dalewood Drive at Brookridge Gate 
intersection.  The speed bumps were implemented as a means to require full vehicle stops 
as opposed to rolling or a complete disregard of the all-way regulatory posting. 
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 6.2.3 Hamlet of Cherrywood 

 At the same time that the working group meetings were taking place in Whitevale, a 
traffic calming plan was also being developed for the Hamlet of Cherrywood.  This plan 
which involved a much smaller number of households and a more favourable vertical 
roadway alignment, resulted in a plan being completed with little difficulty.  Similar to 
the plan for the Hamlet of Whitevale, both visual and physical traffic calming measures 
were introduced.  These elements included hamlet entrance gateway treatments and a 
series of five (5) strategically located speed humps.  The traffic calming measures were 
installed in 1997, following an almost unanimous support vote by Hamlet residents. 

6.2.4 Hamlet of Whitevale 

 In 1996, staff formed a working group with a number of Whitevale residents to discuss 
the effects of traffic calming and to jointly develop a plan for community review and 
possible pilot project implementation.  The results of the working group meetings 
produced a plan that included both a series of visual and physical traffic calming 
measures.  The main thrust of the plan was to introduce a visual change in the driving 
environment by installing community entrance gateway treatments and a physical change 
through the installation of a series of speed humps intent on reducing vehicle speeds.  The 
review of the plan at an open house was received with a high majority of community 
support.  Placement of the speed humps was introduced in 1997 with great attention due 
to the severity of the roadways vertical alignment.  Additional care was also given to the 
eastern gateway to the Hamlet due to a history of accident occurrence and high operating 
speeds present prior to the installation of the traffic calming measures.  In 1999, two 
additional speed humps were requested by the Hamlet residents and installed to further 
compliment the uniform running speed of vehicle traffic through the hamlet. 

 6.2.5 Hamlet of Greenwood 

 In 1996, a working group was also formed with a number of Hamlet of Greenwood 
residents to discuss traffic calming options for their neighbourhood specifically 
Concession Road 6 west of Westney Road and also to develop a potential plan.  The 
consensus amongst resident working group members, however, differed in Greenwood in 
that speed humps were not desired.  This approach required the adoption of other traffic 
calming forms that could be considered safe for implementation on the severe vertical 
roadway alignment characteristic to Greenwood.  The final traffic calming plan 
introduced a variety of measures including entrance gateway treatments, traffic islands, 
raised intersections and a traffic calming circle.  The plan was supported by a high 
majority of Greenwood residents at an open house and was later implemented in 1997.  In 
1999, additional treatments in the form of speed humps were installed at the request of 
residents both within the Hamlet and on Concession Road 6 east of Westney Road.  
These speed humps acted to further maintain a uniform travel speed and reduced the 
volume of shortcut traffic through the Hamlet. 
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 6.2.6 Glendale Drive 

 The announcement of the proposed phased urbanization of Glendale Drive between 
Glenanna Road and Finch Avenue in 1996 and 1997, resulted in an increase in resident 
concerns about vehicle speeding.  Although Glendale Drive residents did not discourage 
the urbanization project, certain aspects including increased traffic speeds and volumes 
were concerning.  Residents, Council members and staff viewed the recent traffic 
calming pilot projects introduced in other areas of the City and the Province as a possible 
means of addressing these specific issues.  A mandate was given to traffic calm Glendale 
Drive as a pilot project during the reconstruction process.  With the clear direction that 
speed humps would not be permitted on Glendale Drive, the types of traffic calming 
measures were limited to visual changes and a shift in horizontal alignment.  Following 
an extensive interview with each resident on Glendale Drive the introduction of chicanes, 
patterned asphalt and a vertical element consisting of a boulevard tree was constructed 
over a two year period. 

6.3 ANALYSIS OF PILOT PROJECTS 

To properly analyze the traffic calming pilot projects that have been installed throughout the City 
of Pickering since 1996, a number of different initiatives have been completed.  These initiatives 
include regular observations of the traffic calmed areas, undertaking traffic speed and volume 
studies, receiving comment from affected Emergency and City service agencies and the 
completion of a series of non-biased individual resident questionnaires from each traffic calmed 
area.  The details of the various impacts and of the facts relating to the installation and long-term 
applicability of maintaining traffic calming measures on City streets are provided as follows:               

 6.3.1 Impact on Vehicle Speeds 

The reduction of vehicular speeds in the traffic calmed pilot project areas is largely 
dependant on the type of traffic calming measures installed and the linear spacing 
between the individual features.  Not surprisingly, speed humps have proven to be the 
most effective at reducing operating speeds, while less severe visual and physical 
measures such as entrance gateways, raised intersections, traffic calming circles and 
chicanes have reduced rates of effectiveness.  It should not be discounted, however, that 
each measure remains very important to the overall concept of traffic calming.  Each 
traffic calming project is unique in that the problems vary, the roadway alignments 
change and the mix of resident opinions may be very different requiring the consideration 
or use of specific traffic calming measures or techniques.

6.3.2 Impact on Traffic Volumes 

The impact on traffic volumes is very similarly related to speed reduction.  The type of 
traffic calming measures used and the linear spacing between the features greatly 
influences the convenience level of the particular roadway. Speed humps tend to be much 
more inconvenient to motorists than raised intersections, traffic calming circles or 
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chicanes and as a result a much greater reduction in traffic volumes is recognized.  As 
noted earlier, traffic calming projects are unique and as such each one must be evaluated 
on a site-specific basis to develop mitigating measures or the appropriate type of traffic 
calming measures.               

6.3.3 Impact on Collisions 

It is a common belief that a slower car is a safer car.  This philosophy holds true in the 
traffic calmed pilot project areas since it can be proven that the frequency of collisions 
has been reduced, if not eliminated, on most of the roadway sections.  With the exception 
of Glendale Drive, reportable accidents in the traffic calmed areas have been virtually 
eliminated thereby resulting in a safer environment for motorists, cyclists and 
pedestrians.  Prior to the implementation of the traffic calming measures, vehicle speeds 
were directly related to a number of serious accidents and/or safety concerns from the 
public.  Although some critics of traffic calming may say that the implementation of 
traffic calming measures has increased hazards, this statement does not hold true when 
compared to public opinion and the available statistical data.  A low rate of collision 
experience has been noted on Glendale Drive but a comparison should be made between 
the safety benefits of a small number of cars travelling too fast as opposed to most cars 
travelling too fast on Glendale Drive without traffic calming.   

6.3.4 Impact on Cyclists 

The impact on cyclists is insignificant on traffic calmed roads using vertical deflections 
such as speed humps and raised intersections.  The diameter of a bicycle wheel is 
generally larger and speeds are typically slower than that of a motor vehicle.  On traffic 
calmed roads, however, where horizontal deflections have been used such as traffic 
calming circles or chicanes greater care must be taken by the cyclist when travelling near 
or through the specific measure.  Overall, it is believed that traffic calming attracts 
cyclists and improves safety as the roads typically have lower traffic volumes and slower 
vehicle speeds.

6.3.5 Impact on Pedestrians 

Traffic calming has been reported to improve conditions for pedestrians.  A greater 
feeling of safety is provided for pedestrians on sidewalks and the shoulder of the roadway 
as vehicle speeds and traffic volumes are generally lower in the traffic calmed areas.  The 
lower vehicle speeds allow pedestrians greater time to react to sudden situations.  The 
installation of bollards or signposts, however, may be required on some rural road cross 
sections in order to maintain a defined separation between the travelled portion of the 
roadway and the shoulder.  Some motorists were observed to have been using the 
shoulder of the roadway as a means to drive around the speed humps.  In the case of 
Rougemount Drive, bollards were installed.  As this street has no sidewalks, this poses a 
difficulty for pedestrians using the shoulder of the road during winter, as the plow cannot 
push back the snow due to the existence of the bollards.
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6.3.6 Impact on Public Transit 

Public Transit Vehicles typically use Arterial and or Collector roads within the 
transportation system for their dedicated routes.  Residential development along arterial 
roads is typically unusual, as the primary function of these types of facilities is traffic 
service.  Collector roads, however, have an equal importance between traffic service and 
land use that almost always includes residential housing.  As can be expected, if arterial 
or collector roads are traffic calmed with severe physical measures such as speed humps, 
many impacts may be recognized on public transit vehicles.  These impacts include 
scheduling problems, passenger comfort and safety and potential damage to the vehicle’s 
suspension under heavy passenger loading.  While requests for traffic calming is very 
commonplace on collector roads due to their wide straight design characteristics, special 
consideration must be given to the priority of transit service on these types of roadways.  
Currently there are no fixed transit routes on roads where traffic calming measures have 
been implemented. 

6.3.7 Impact on Emergency Services 

Although traffic calming measures have proven very successful in reducing vehicular 
speeds they may also be responsible for increasing the response times of emergency 
service vehicles.  As such, residents of each pilot project area were carefully advised of 
this situation prior to installing any measures.  Throughout the on-going pilot project 
period no specific reports have been noted where the traffic calming measures have 
caused any unacceptable emergency response issues. 

Regardless of the findings, however, each of the emergency service providers has been 
contacted for comment.  Their responses are provided as follows:

City of Pickering Fire Services Division

“Whenever speed bumps, or speed humps are used it normally would slow down 
emergency response apparatus on route to alarms.  If the apparatus hits bumps or 
humps too fast then equipment could de damaged that is housed in compartments 
on the vehicle, or control of the vehicle could be lost. Anything that prevents the 
fastest possible response to emergencies is a concern for me.”; 

“On Glendale Dr, I believe chicanes have been used. I have not had any negative 
feedback from officers about responses on this Drive. The possibility of winter 
condition snow accumulation problems or parked vehicles have not been brought 
to my attention as of this time.”; 

“I believe the City has to be careful where they install traffic calming as far as 
locations of high risk buildings is concerned such as routes our apparatus would 
use to respond to retirement centres, old age homes, schools.”; and 
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“It is my understanding that traffic calming is usually initiated by concerns raised 
in specific area by residents. If the majority of residents agree than the City may 
decide to install traffic calming. I would only ask that before final decisions are 
made that our Division is given the opportunity to comment.”

Durham Region Emergency Medical Services (Ambulance) 

“The response time to a residence located within the traffic calming area may be 
somewhat delayed.  Vehicles must reduce their speed to safely navigate over the 
hump;”

“Patient comfort can be compromised when the ambulance rides up and over a 
street full of speed humps and bumps;” and 

“Possible damage to ambulances and equipment from driving over bumps.  
Nothing specific has been reported to date.” 

Although the ambulance service has the above concerns, they also note that the traffic 
calming measures will certainly provide a safer environment for children and adults.  The 
Paramedics agree that these measures might work to reduce their call volume in these 
areas.  Response time may be a little slower, but hopefully less frequent. 

Durham Regional Police Service    

Discussions regarding the installation of the pilot traffic calming measures have been on 
going with the Durham Regional Police Service from before their initial installation.  
Although the Police Department currently does not have any hard data to show whether 
or not a traffic calming zone has directly affected the outcome of specific calls, they 
provide the following comments: 

“We agree of course in particular with comments made by Ambulance and Fire 
that response time would be compromised when seconds sometimes matter 
enormously.  This of course would have to weighed against the undoubted 
reduction in speed and traffic flow that traffic calming brings.” and 

 “The Police Services would appreciate notification of future sites with the view of 
having some input into the project.”

6.3.8 Impact on Roads Maintenance 

As can be expected, the impact of traffic calming on road maintenance is directly related 
to the type and style of measures installed.  Horizontal deflection controls such as median 
islands, traffic circles or chicanes create greater difficulties for snow plowing and street 
sweeping equipment.  Vertical deflections, however, such as speed humps and raised 
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intersections appear to have much less of an effect on the maintenance equipment as it 
can generally ride up and over the traffic calming measures. 

Specific comments respecting the maintenance of the traffic calmed areas from our Roads 
Section are provided as follows: 

“The humps do not hinder the actual plowing operation but having to slow down 
certainly prolongs the operation.”; 

“Snow plowing is very difficult in the vicinity of the forts as the plow has to swing out 
around the curb and by the time it turns back in, it leaves a substantial area not 
plowed.  The pickup truck with plow must clean up.”; and 

Street sweeping next to the forts is impossible.”; 

The Roads maintenance staff finds that the traffic calming measures have definitely 
resulted in speed reductions and reduced traffic volumes.  They note, however, that the 
time delays, snowplowing problems, etc. they have experienced is something that can be 
accommodated if the measures continue to reduce speeds and make the roads safer.   

6.3.9 Impact on City Services 

Comments respecting related impacts on City provided services have also been requested 
of the waste management contractor Miller Waste Systems.  At the time of the printing of 
this document no comments were received.         

6.3.10 Surveys 

During the development stages of this document as many residents as possible from the 
traffic calmed pilot project areas were visited to participate in a non-biased questionnaire.  
The various responses provided by the residents greatly assisted in the final analysis of 
each of the Pilot Projects and form the impact details as noted earlier.  A summary of the 
questionnaire results for each traffic calmed area is provided in Appendix A.  

Emergency and City service agencies such as Fire, Police, Roads and Transit were also 
contacted for comment on the effects of the existing traffic calming pilot projects on their 
operations.  Requests were also made for additional comments respecting a long-term 
plan to implement additional traffic calming measures on other streets in the City.  The 
responses from each of the identified Emergency and City service agencies are referenced 
above and also included in Appendix B. 

6.4 ISSUES AFFECTING TRAFFIC CALMING 

Much more needs to be considered when developing a traffic calming plan than the reduction in 
vehicle travel speeds, volumes, conflicts and the resulting potential increase in neighbourhood 
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safety.  Recent changes to legislation respecting the installation and removal of traffic calming 
measures must be followed, liability issues must be considered in a design, and on a broader 
scale the effects of traffic calming on the City’s transportation plans and the aesthetics of City 
neighbourhoods need to be addressed. 

6.4.1 Legislation and Regulations 

The new Municipal Class Environmental Assessment (EA) approved October 4, 2000, 
now includes the installation and removal of all traffic calming measures as a Schedule 
‘B’ project, providing the total cost of the project is less than 1.5 million dollars.  If the 
total value of the project exceeds the 1.5 million-dollar level, a Schedule ‘C’ process 
must be followed.  Schedule ‘C’ projects are subject to the full five phase planning 
process.  Most traffic calming projects will be associated with a Schedule ‘B’ process.  

A Class EA Schedule ‘B’ project requires that Phases 1 and 2 of the planning process be 
completed and be subject to Screening.  Phases 1 and 2 respectively involve the 
“Identification of the Problem or Opportunity” and the “Identification of Alternative 
Solutions”.  These investigations include screening by a number of review agencies and 
two points of mandatory contact with the public.  It is important to note that the Class EA 
document identifies minimum criteria to be followed.  Pickering’s process used in the 
previous traffic calming projects exceeded and will continue to exceed the minimum 
criteria with respect to public involvement, consultation and notification. 

For all Schedule ‘B’ projects a “Notice of Completion” shall be submitted to all review 
agencies and the public for a period of 30 days during which time a Part II Order may be 
requested.  A Part II Order may require that a Schedule ‘B’ project be elevated to a 
Schedule ‘C’ process.  The Minister of the Environment’s decision will be final on these 
requests.

6.4.2 Liability 

Liability resulting from the introduction of traffic calming measures on public roadways 
has been a major concern for many municipalities throughout North America.  Although 
these concerns continue to exist, growing experience has proven that the most effective 
means of reducing the potential for litigation is to establish and follow a set 
implementation procedure.  This procedure should include an approved policy, a defined 
planning process, specific design guidelines and standards, a uniform approach to advise 
road users through standard signs and markings and a maintenance program that is 
respective of the additional attention required in traffic calmed areas.  Although the 
implementation procedure may not completely eliminate potential liability, it is 
commonly believed that the benefits associated with traffic calming far outweigh the 
risks involved. 

Prior to the installation of the pilot traffic calming measures in the Hamlet of Whitevale, 
comments were requested of the City Solicitor regarding potential litigation.  The general 
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tone of the legal opinion suggested that “the Corporation is under a legal duty of care 
and would incur liability if it implements traffic calming measures negligently”.  Other 
municipalities throughout North America that have decided to install traffic calming 
measures echo this same position.  As such, if further traffic calming projects are 
implemented in the City, the same level of care must be taken and an EA process now 
must be followed.  To date, there have been no claims against the City of Pickering or 
reports of a successful litigation against a Canadian municipality. 

Comments respecting potential liability from the present Solicitor for the City have been 
requested but were not received at the time of the printing of this document.         

6.4.3 Transportation Plans 

The installation of traffic calming measures should be consistent with the City’s short-
term and long-term transportation needs.  As noted in Section 2.4, the City’s Official Plan 
outlines a number of objectives and points which should be encouraged to further 
develop the City’s transportation goal.  Policies from other plans and studies, such as the 
Trails and Bikeway masterplan, must also be incorporated into any traffic calming 
initiatives.  Where necessary, amendments may be considered to the various plans and 
policies to accommodate a traffic calming proposal.     

6.4.4 Enforcement 

Traffic calming plans can vary widely in many aspects including the level of control that 
is implemented to change the behavior and driving style of motorists.  Installing vertical 
and horizontal deflections in the roadway which include such measures as speed humps, 
traffic circles, etc. are generally considered self-enforcing.  Other traffic calming plans 
may consider installing measures to restrict or divert traffic with turn restrictions and 
roadway obstructions.  These measures rely on motorists obeying the regulatory signing 
in effect and may over time require police enforcement to maintain compliance.  Each 
traffic calming proposal and resulting design plan is unique and as such must be carefully 
evaluated to ensure that the proper types of measures will be installed.  The level of 
enforcement assistance available may have a great impact on the type and degree of 
traffic calming plan that is recommended. 

6.4.5 Public Acceptance/Aesthetics 

Concerns about the aesthetics of the traffic calming measures are considered minor when 
based on the responses received from the various neighbourhoods where the pilot traffic 
calming projects have been installed.  The majority of residents in these areas recognize 
that the “quality of life” benefits that have been provided by the traffic calming, far 
exceeds the detriment to the streetscape.  The installation of the additional warning signs, 
however, is the most frequently reported aspect of the traffic calming plans that is the 
least desired.  Although specific comments were not received from residents, staff 
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recognizes that the streetscape of Glendale Drive should be quite appealing in the future 
when the boulevard trees have matured. 

The public acceptance of traffic calming is also quite high based on the questionnaire 
responses.  The majority of residents from each of the traffic calming pilot project areas 
have responded supportively to the overall view of the traffic calming.  Responses also 
indicate that the majority would not be adverse to the installation of traffic calming 
measures on other streets in the City.  It should also be noted that residents of other 
neighbourhoods frequently request the installation of traffic calming measures.  These 
requests are a good indication that they are publicly accepted and that the aesthetic 
differences are not significant enough to dissuade interest.

6.5 APPLICABILITY AND EFFECTIVENESS OF TRAFFIC CALMING 

Traffic calming measures have varying degrees of effectiveness.  As such, their applicability for 
installation is greatly dependent on the type of traffic problem that is being experienced.  For 
example, the installation of a minor vertical deflection measure such as a rumble strip or a 
textured crosswalk would have no direct benefit on a street that reports excessive vehicle speeds.  
Other vertical deflection measures such as a speed hump or a raised crosswalk may be more 
effective for this type of problem.  The four basic categories of traffic calming measures; 
Vertical Deflection, Horizontal Deflection, Obstruction and Signing all have specific benefits 
and disbenefits which define their applicability and effectiveness.

6.5.1 Selecting Traffic Calming Measures 

The selection of traffic calming measures is dependent on a number of factors, including 
the reductions in speed, volume and conflict that are desired, the existing design and 
alignment of the roadway, the intended function of the roadway and also the type of 
measures that will be accepted by the community.  Tables 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3, respectively 
provide a brief description of the most common types of traffic calming measures, the 
applicability of each based on its related effects on speed, volume, conflict and the 
environment and the implications of each type of measure. 

Traffic calming measures should always be selected with great care based on the findings 
of sound traffic engineering studies and the need to achieve a reasonable effect for the 
neighbourhood that is also respective of the roadway design, function and the motoring 
public’s safety.

6.5.2 Design Considerations  

The specific design of traffic calming proposals can have a profound effect on roadway 
operations and safety, maintenance, cost of implementation and neighbourhood 
aesthetics.  As a result, each specific impact should be evaluated and appropriate design 
characteristics employed in the proposal to ensure the long-term compatibility and 
effectiveness of the traffic calming measures with the roadway and its environment.  
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Design considerations should aim to standardize signing and pavement marking schemes 
to maintain a consistent approach to traffic calming throughout the City. 
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Exhibit 6.1: Types of Traffic Calming Measures 

TRAFFIC CALMING MEASURES 
Measure Description 
Chicane A series of curb extensions on alternating sides of a roadway, which narrow the roadway and require 

drivers to steer from one side of the roadway to the other to travel through the chicane.  Typically, a 
series of at least three curb extensions is used. 

Curb Extension A horizontal intrusion of the curb into the roadway resulting in a narrower section of roadway. 

Curb Radius 
Reduction

The reconstruction of an intersection corner using a smaller radius, usually in the 3.0 m to 5.0 m range. 

Directional Closure A curb extension or vertical barrier extending to approximately the centreline of a roadway, effectively 
obstructing (prohibiting) one direction of traffic. 

Diverter A raised barrier placed diagonally across an intersection, that forces traffic to turn and prevents traffic 
from proceeding straight through the intersection. 

Full Closure A barrier extending across the entire width of a roadway, which obstructs all motor vehicle traffic 
movements from continuing along the roadway. 

Intersection
Channelization 

Raised islands located in an intersection, used to obstruct specific traffic movements and physically 
direct traffic through an intersection. 

On-Street Parking The reduction of the roadway width available for vehicle movement by allowing motor vehicles to park 
adjacent and parallel to the curb. 

Raised Crosswalk A marked pedestrian crosswalk at an intersection or mid-block location constructed at a higher elevation 
than the adjacent roadway. 

Raised Intersection An intersection - including crosswalks - constructed at a higher elevation than the adjacent roadway. 

Raised Median 
Island

An elevated median constructed on the centreline of a two-way roadway to reduce an overall width of 
the adjacent travel lines.  

Raised Median 
Through
Intersection

An elevated median located on the centreline of a two-way roadway through an intersection, which 
prevents left turns and through movements to and from the intersecting roadway. 

Right-In/Right-out 
Island

A raised triangular island at an intersection approach which obstructs left turns and through movements 
to and from the intersection street or driveway. 

Rumble Strip Raised buttons, bars or grooves closely spaced at regular intervals on the roadway that create both noise 
and vibration in a moving vehicle. 

Sidewalk Extension A sidewalk is continued across a local street intersection.  For a “raised” sidewalk extension, it is 
continued at its original elevation, with the local roadway raised to the level of the sidewalk at the 
intersection.  For an “unraised” sidewalk extension, the sidewalk is lowered to the level of the roadway.  

Speed Hump A raised area of a roadway, which deflects both the wheels and frame of a traversing vehicle. 

Textured Crosswalk A crosswalk incorporating a textured and/or patterned surface which contrasts with the adjacent 
roadway.

Traffic Circle A raised island located in the centre of an intersection, which requires vehicles to travel through the 
intersection in a counter-clockwise direction around the island.
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Exhibit 6.2: Applicability of Traffic Calming Measures 

POTENTIAL BENEFITS 
TRAFFIC CALMING MEASURE Speed 

Reduction 
Volume 
Reduction 

Conflict
Reduction 

Environment 

VERTICAL
DEFLECTION

Raised Crosswalk 

Raised Intersection 
Rumble Strip 
Sidewalk Extension 
Speed Hump 

Textured Crosswalk  
HORIZONTAL
DEFLECTION

Chicane – One Lane 

Chicane – Two Lane 
Curb Extension 

Curb Radius 
Reduction
On-Street Parking 
Raised Median Island 
Traffic Circle 

OBSTRUCTION Directional Closure 

Diverter

Full Closure 

Intersection
Channelization 
Raised Median 
through Intersection 
Right-in/Right-out 
Island 

SIGNING* Maximum Speed 
Right/Left Turn 
Prohibited
One-Way 

Stop 
Through Traffic 
Prohibited
Traffic-Calmed 
Neighbourhood 
Yield

Substantial Benefits Minor Benefits No Benefit 
* The primary purpose of signing is to regulate traffic movements not to calm traffic. 
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Exhibit 6.3: Implications of Traffic Calming Measures 

POTENTIAL BENEFITS 
TRAFFIC CALMING MEASURE Local

Access
Emergency 
Response

Other
Travel

Enforce- 
ment 

Mainten-
ance

Cost

VERTICAL 
DEFLECTION 

Raised Crosswalk $ to $$ 

Raised Intersection $$$ 
Rumble Strip $ to $$ 

Sidewalk Extension $$
Speed Hump $ to $$ 
Textured Crosswalk  $ to $$ 

HORIZONTAL 
DEFLECTION 

Chicane – One Lane $$ to $$$ 

Chicane – Two Lane $$
Curb Extension $ to $$ 
Curb Radius 
Reduction $ to $$ 

On-Street Parking $ to $$ 
Raised Median 
Island $ to $$ 

Traffic Circle $$ to $$$ 
OBSTRUCTION Directional Closure $$

Diverter $$ to $$$ 
Full Closure $$ to $$$ 

Intersection
Channelization $$ to $$$ 

Raised Median 
through Intersection $ to$$ 

Right-in/Right-out 
Island $$

SIGNING Maximum Speed $

Right/Left Turn 
Prohibited $

One-Way $
Stop $

Through Traffic 
Prohibited $

Traffic-Calmed 
Neighbourhood $

Yield $

Substantial Disbenefits Moderate Disbenefits No Disbenefit 
              $    Low Cost   $$    Moderate Cost          $$$    High Cost
                < $1,000      $1,000 - $5,000               > $5,000 
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Temporary design considerations may also be considered where there is a need to verify 
the effectiveness of a certain traffic calming measure, where limited budgets will not 
permit more costly permanent installations or where a particular type of measure may 
require public assessment and feedback.        

6.5.3 Cost Considerations 

Costs associated with traffic calming projects vary with the specific type of traffic 
calming devices selected and the overall scope and size of the project.  Since traffic 
calming may become very popular in City neighbourhoods, projects may require to be 
phased over a number of years, temporary installations used or the funding potential from 
the Community or the private sector may need to be investigated.  Although certain 
traffic calming measures can improve streetscapes, the traffic calming projects should be 
limited to achieving improved safety cost effectively.    

6.5.4 Community Consultation 

Consultation with the community is an essential component of implementing a successful 
traffic calming plan.  A proposed traffic calming initiative can fail miserably if the entire 
neighbourhood has not been included in each step of the plan development and 
installation.  Consultation with the public is recommended through a variety of methods 
including the formation of a Neighbourhood Traffic Calming Committee, through 
neighbourhood walkabouts, workshops and focus groups, open houses and public 
meetings.  Residents should also be kept informed of progress and requested to comment 
on the plan through newspaper ads, flyers, telephone information lines and the City web 
site.  Public notification and opportunity for comment is also now required for traffic 
calming under the Environmental Assessment process.  

It also must be recognized that traffic calming is not accepted or desired by all members 
of the public.  It is not uncommon to find persons living on the same street with 
completely different views of the reported problem and of the methods with which the 
problem should be resolved.  Traffic calming can bring neighbourhoods together and may 
also prove to irritate and isolate residents that are not in favour of the proposed plan.  The 
best approach to determining a proper course of action is to obtain comments from as 
many residents on the street as possible.  The feedback received can serve as a reporting 
mechanism to decide whether or not to implement a plan.

6.5.5 Recommendations 

The City of Pickering took a major step in 1996, with the implementation of its first 
traffic calming pilot projects on Rougemount Drive.  This initiative proved to be of great 
interest to many municipalities throughout Ontario, as the installation of speed humps 
represented one of the first attempts at traffic calming in this area. 
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Much has been learned by City staff through the implementation of the speed humps on 
Rougemount Drive and with later traffic calming pilot projects installed in the rural area 
Hamlets and on Glendale Drive.  Careful, well thought out plans and an effective 
community consultation process are essential to the success of any traffic calming 
initiative.

The various traffic calming pilot projects have all proven successful to varying degrees in 
slowing vehicle speeds and reducing the volumes of infiltrating traffic.  They have also 
improved the safety of pedestrians and reduced the frequency of collisions.  Based on the 
responses received from the majority of residents that have participated in the traffic 
calming pilot projects, the initiatives have improved the quality of life in neighbourhoods 
and are “generally” to “strongly” supported.  Some critics of traffic calming have loudly 
voiced their opinions on traffic calming, but these comments do not represent the beliefs 
of the majority. 

It is recommended that the trial period of the traffic calming projects be concluded and 
that each be made permanent installations at this time.  Final improvements are, however,  
recommended and are outlined as follows: 

1. Revise all warning signs to the current guidelines developed in December, 1998 
by the Institute of Transportation Engineers; and 

2. Consider the installation of a series of approach islands or speed humps on 
Glendale Drive to further reduce vehicle speeds.  The decision to additional 
traffic calming measures on Glendale Drive will be subject to the direction and 
approval by City Council to conduct the required Class Environmental 
Assessment.                                 
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS 

The “Safer Streets Traffic Management Strategy” is a study or investigation into the growing 
number of complaints received from City residents about the hazards associated with vehicular 
traffic on their neighbourhood streets.  The main objective of the strategy is to review and assess 
these traffic conditions on a citywide basis, and to report on the findings, so that mitigating 
measures can be developed to address specific concerns. Components of transportation planning 
and traffic operations have been outlined in the strategy, in some detail, to provide a better 
understanding of the principles that must be maintained to provide a safe and efficient roadway 
environment. 

The key findings of the study can be summarized as follows:

The classification and intended service function of certain streets and/or 
transportation corridors, as approved in the City’s Official Plan, are being 
compromised;

Maximum speed limits on collector and arterial streets, in particular, are being 
posted inappropriately for the specific design and operating characteristics of the 
facility; 

Regulatory traffic control devices such as all-way stop signs are being installed on 
City streets without justifying technical warrants; 

Opportunities are not being fully investigated to encourage new roadway designs 
during the development and reconstruction stages that will encourage or require 
safer traffic movements;

The current level of traffic enforcement on City streets by the Durham Regional 
Police Service is insufficient and ineffective;   

The understanding of transportation planning and traffic operations by 
neighbourhood residents appears to be very limited; and 

The pilot traffic calming projects installed throughout the City have all proven to be 
very successful at reducing vehicle speeds and traffic volumes.

Cooperation and specific actions will be required of City Council and staff to fully develop a 
number of programs and policies to help resolve the above noted findings.  In some cases a 
“hardline” approach may be required which may not be acceptable to some residents.  A number 
of initiatives, policies and programs have been recommended in this report as the starting point 
for discussion.
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8.0 RECOMMENDATIONS, TRAFFIC REVIEW PROGRAMS 
& POLICIES 

Future development in the City of Pickering and throughout the Greater Toronto Area will result 
in the presence of additional volumes of traffic on City streets.  These additional volumes can be 
expected to create further concerns from residents about traffic safety in their neighbourhoods.  
The “Safer Streets Traffic Management Strategy” has been drafted in an attempt to provide City 
Council, residents and staff with a better understanding of traffic operations and a “toolkit” of 
measures that can be implemented to improve roadway safety.   

The following initiatives, policies and programs received input from various sources including 
the public, ratepayer groups and a consultant peer review during the consultation stage (Phase 2) 
of the strategy development process.  It is now recommended that these measures be adopted by 
City Council and that staff be directed to market and communicate the provisions of the Strategy 
to stakeholders and the general public.

1. Street Classifications 

In order to ensure the provision of a safe and efficient network of streets in the City, the 
Transportation System as approved in the Official Plan must be adhered to very closely.  
The classification and intended function of primarily arterial streets must be protected to 
achieve the City’s short-term and long-term transportation goal.  Although this focus will 
not be acceptable to all residents, an understanding must be reached about the class and 
intended service function and the relative importance of arterial streets in the City.  
Continuing with the practice of attempting to arbitrarily change the operating 
characteristics of higher order streets may only increase hazards and shift the related 
impacts or problems onto other neighbourhood streets in the City. 

It is recommended that in Phase 2 of the strategy development, Community Consultation, 
that substantial effort be made to educate residents on the necessity of maintaining the 
approved Transportation System.                                   

2. Traffic Enforcement 

The regular enforcement of various traffic infractions such as speeding and stop sign 
compliance will without question result in a change in driver behaviour and an increase in 
neighbourhood safety.  Unfortunately, however, due to limited staff resources, 
enforcement initiatives in neighbourhood areas are currently not a primary focus of the 
Durham Regional Police Service.  Although plans do exist for the formation of a 
dedicated Regional traffic unit sometime this year, whether the actual amount of time that 
the unit will be spending in Pickering neighbourhoods increases in unknown. 

Highway Traffic Act infractions are currently only enforceable by the Police Service.  
Given that enforcement is an essential element of safe traffic operations, it is 
recommended that City Council draft and pass a resolution explaining the problems, 
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concerns and consequences associated with limited enforcement.  The resolution should 
also request the immediate and regular provision of increased enforcement services on 
local, collector and arterial streets in all neighbourhoods throughout the City.

3. Planning & Development 

The Planning & Development Department should investigate and consider initiating a 
new or revised process to review development related traffic.  Specific objectives exist 
within the Official Plan that encourages and allows the opportunity for new roadway 
designs to be considered.  As part of the proposed new planning direction for the City, 
developers should be required through their consulting engineers to implement traffic 
calming initiatives into their draft plans based on “toolkit” concepts and/or to develop 
new road networks that place less emphasis on the need for neighbourhood collector and 
arterial type roads.  Consideration should also be given to the philosophy of rear lotting 
residential homes and/or reducing or eliminating frontages through design alterations on 
arterial streets as opposed to the current practice of direct access front lotting. 

The introduction of visual traffic calming measures such as an enclosed urban form 
and/or planting adjacent to the edge of the street should also be considered and where 
possible encouraged.

4. Speed Rationalization 

The rationalization of speeds must be undertaken on certain City streets, primarily 
collector and arterial facilities, to ensure a safe and efficient operating environment for 
motorists.  The arbitrary lowering of speed limits has repeatedly proven to have little 
effect on motorists since drivers tend to travel at speeds that meet with their comfort 
level.  The posting of appropriate speed limits will encourage a safer more uniform flow 
of traffic and the possibility of increased enforcement initiatives.  

It is recommended that a plan be developed which outlines the proper rates of speed for 
the various roadways in the City.  This plan will be presented to Council in the future 
with the recommendation that the appropriate speeds be adopted by by-law and signed 
accordingly.

5. Education 

Efforts should be made to further improve the awareness and understanding of 
neighbourhood traffic concerns.  Education should be directed at both the road user and 
residents to ensure that understanding is directed towards both sides.  Various media 
forms can be utilized including newspaper articles, brochures and flyers, public meetings, 
website information and links as well as public participation through the Neighbourhood 
Traffic Watch Program.  Examples of various educational brochures and flyer media 
have been included in the front panel of this Safer Streets Traffic Management Strategy 
folder.
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6.  Reconstruction Activities 

Opportunities should continue to be explored during the annual reconstruction projects to 
consider changing the “look and feel” of City’s streets.  Reduced pavement widths, use of 
different pavement textures and colours, the inclusion of streetscaping improvements or 
other traffic calming measures may result in the reduction of operating speeds on 
neighbourhoods streets.  During the reconstruction stages new designs and/or measures 
can be implemented in the roadways with relatively little disruption and cost. 

7. All-Way Stop Sign Reviews 

A number of existing all-way stop sign locations, have been installed in the City as a 
means to control “real or perceived” excessive rates of speed.  Unfortunately, however, 
the overuse of stop signs reduces their overall effectiveness and often creates other 
related problems.  When not technically justified, all-way stop signs are regularly ignored 
by drivers, improperly used or contribute to dangerous driving behaviours as motorists 
speed up between signs.  Each all-way stops sign location in the City should now be 
reviewed for compliance with the recommended reduced warrant standards.  Those that 
do not qualify should be recommended for removal to improve roadway operating 
conditions.  In general, a more uniform approach should be taken with the application and 
installation of Traffic Control Devices.

8. Working Relationships 

An important inter-relationship exists between the upper tier and lower tier municipalities 
with respect to roadway operations and the provision of an efficient transportation 
system.  Since the Regional Municipality of Durham has jurisdiction over all Type ‘A’ 
and ‘B’ arterial roadways in the City, efforts should be made to improve cooperation and 
working relationships.  Arterial roadways typically carry high volumes of traffic, which is 
frequently interrupted by traffic control signals.  Any undue delay caused by ineffective 
signal timings or under capacity roadway facilities may result in an increase in 
neighbourhood traffic and vehicle speeds.  Other modes of travel such as public transit 
and high occupancy vehicle lanes are also dependent on the provision of an efficient 
arterial roadway network.

9. Traffic Review Programs & Policies 

Given that one of the original mandates of this review was to develop a “toolkit” of 
measures that could be implemented to better manage the safe and efficient movement of 
traffic on City streets, the following programs and policies have been prepared.  Each 
initiative can be implemented independently, but most streets will benefit from the effects 
of one or more programs.  Other policies and programs will be developed in the future for 
inclusion in the Safer Streets Traffic Management Strategy.           
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1. Neighbourhood Traffic Watch Program 

Originally launched in May, 2000, this program encourages residents to become directly 
involved in the resolution of their neighbourhood traffic concerns.  Radar equipment is 
loaned to residents for the recording of excessive vehicle speeds on their streets.  Licence 
plate numbers of speeding vehicles are directed to the Police Service and the registered 
owner of the vehicle is forwarded a warning letter.

2. 40 km/h Reduced Speed Policy 

 This policy has been developed to help maintain the safe and efficient operation of City 
streets through the proper application of speed limits.  The service function of collector 
and arterial streets within the City should be protected against the arbitrary and 
ineffective lowering of speeds to 40 km/h.  Reduced speeds should be limited to areas of 
high pedestrian generation or on local streets where the community is aware of the real 
and perceived benefits, yet still remains in majority support of the installation.

3. All-way Stop Sign Policy 

The purpose of this policy is to establish an amended and recognized warrant system for 
investigating and evaluating requests for the installation of “All-way Stop Signs”.  
Current Ministry of Transportation guidelines and warrants, as detailed in the Manual of 
Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD), are exceedingly difficult to satisfy and as 
such a reduced standard for the City of Pickering has been developed.  The reduced 
standards are not intended to support the proliferation of all-way stop signs in the City 
but rather a coordinated, more humanistic, approach to using this form of traffic control 
device in neighbourhoods. 

4. Traffic Calming Policy 

The purpose of this policy is to provide an established process to fairly screen all 
neighbourhood requests for the installation of traffic calming measures.  The policy has 
been developed so that traffic calming measures can be used, where deemed appropriate, 
to improve safety on a street and/or to restore the street’s intended function.

5. Community Safety Zones 

The purpose of this policy is to provide an established guideline to regulate the 
installation of Community Safety Zones in the City of Pickering.  Community Safety 
Zones may prove to be an effective method of targeting aggressive driving and improving 
safety, but their use should be limited to locations where their presence is justified and 
will be regularly enforced. 

Further to these policies and programs, a matrix has been developed and provided as Table 8.1, 
which outlines for reference purposes, typical traffic concerns received and the potential 
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Education, Enforcement & Engineering mitigation measures that may be considered for 
implementation.   
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Table 8.1: Traffic Concern & Potential Mitigation Reference Chart

ISSUE,
COMPLAINT, 
OR CONCERN

EDUCATION ENFORCEMENT ENGINEERING

Speeding

Neighbourhood Traffic 
Watch Program 
Post Fine Structure 
Brochures and Flyers  

Radar Enforcement Speed Limit Reduction 
Stop Sign Review 
Traffic Calming 
Community Safety Zones 
(Pending)
Photo Radar (Future) 

Infiltrating Traffic 
Volumes

Encourage alternative 
modal choices 
Brochures and Flyers 

By-law Enforcement Operational Reviews 
Movement Restrictions 
Road Widening 
Traffic Calming 

Stop Sign 
Compliance

Brochures and Flyers Point Duty Officers Stop Sign Review 
Traffic Calming  
Community Safety Zones 
(Pending)

Pedestrian
Crossing Safety 

Brochures and Flyers By-law Enforcement 
(Parking/Stopping)

Streetlighting
School Crossing Study 
Pedestrian Signal Study 
Parking/Stopping 
Restrictions
Warning Signs 
Traffic Calming 

School Zone 
Safety

Brochures and Flyers 
School Community 
Council

By-law Enforcement 
(Parking /Stopping) 

School Crossing Study 
Parking/Stopping 
Restrictions
Warning Signs 
Kiss and Ride Program 
Traffic Calming 

Collisions

Brochures and Flyers 
Newspaper Articles 

Point Duty Officers Streetlighting
Operational Reviews 
Movement Restrictions 
Parking/Stopping 
Restrictions
Warning Signs 
Road Widening 
Traffic Calming 
Red-light Cameras (Future) 

Traffic Congestion 

Encourage alternative 
modal choices

Point Duty Officers Operational Reviews 
Movement Restrictions 
Road Widening 
Traffic Calming 



APPENDIX A 

NEIGHBOURHOOD
QUESTIONNAIRES & COMMENTS



ROUGEMOUNT DRIVE 

TRAFFIC CALMING QUESTIONNAIRE

1. How long have you lived on Rougemount Drive?   

7 less than 2 years 3 2 years to 5 years 14 5 years to 10 years 27 10 years or more 

2. Are you concerned about the look of the speed humps? 

14 yes 36 No 1 uncertain 

3. Since the implementation of the “Traffic Calming Measures,” how do you think the following things have changed? 

a)  Traffic Speed 6 Increased 30 decreased 10 unchanged 5 uncertain 

b) Traffic Volume 7 Increased 22 decreased 14 unchanged 8 uncertain 

c)  Noise Levels 10 Increased 13 decreased 14 unchanged 12 uncertain 

d) Safety of Cyclists 15 Increased 14 decreased 9 unchanged 13 uncertain 

e) Safety of Motorists 18 Increased 13 decreased 13 unchanged 7 uncertain 

d) Safety of Pedestrians 23 Increased 14 decreased 8 unchanged 6 uncertain 

4. Has the traffic calming measures had any of the following effects on your own driving habits in Rougemount? 

2 drive faster 34 drive slower 14 unchanged 1 do not drive 

5. Has winter driving conditions on Rougemount become? 

5 better 9 Worse 29 unchanged 7 uncertain 1 do not drive 

6. Do you think the spacing of the traffic calming measures are? 

37 appropriate 8 too frequent 2 too infrequent 4 uncertain 

7. If a speed hump has been installed at the front of your home has it caused you any problems? 

4 yes 7 No 0 uncertain if yes, describe__________________________

8. Would you be opposed to the installation of a speed hump at the front of your home? 

11 yes 26 No 3 uncertain  

9. Would you be opposed to traffic calming measures being implemented on other city streets? 

8 yes 38 No 5 uncertain 

10. Are you concerned about the possibility of reduced emergency response times? 

10 strongly concerned 6 generally concerned 4 neutral 31 unconcerned

11. What is your overall view of the Rougemount Traffic Calming Pilot Project? 

21 strongly supportive 15 generally supportive 3 neutral 3 generally opposed 9 strongly opposed 

NOTE:  51 out of a possible 68 households participated in this questionnaire as of March 24, 2001. 



ROUGEMOUNT DRIVE 

TRAFFIC CALMING QUESTIONNAIRE

 Additional Comments:

Improvements to the street are required i.e. re-paving.
Speed humps result in more frequent replacement of brakes, shocks, etc. 
Sidewalks are necessary and would increase the safety of pedestrians, especially children 
walking to E.B. Phin Public School. 
The patterned asphalt sidewalks on Rougemount Drive south are attractive. 
Urbanization and improved streetlighting would improve the community. 
Speeding still exists.  Motorists are traveling even faster between the humps. 
Additional humps are required. 
Close the road at the north end of Rougemount Drive.  
Education and enforcement would be better and safer. 



DALEWOOD DRIVE & BROOKRIDGE GATE

TRAFFIC CALMING QUESTIONNAIRE

1. How long have you lived on Brookridge Gate / Dalewood Drive?   

1 less than 2 years 3 2 years to 5 years 10 5 years to 10 years 21 10 years or more 

2. Are you concerned about the look of the speed humps/bumps? 

6 yes 28 no 1 uncertain 

3. Since the implementation of the “Traffic Calming Measures,” how do you think the following things have changed? 

a)  Traffic Speed 1 increased 31 decreased 3 unchanged 0 uncertain 

b)  Traffic Volume 2 increased 18 decreased 13 unchanged 2 uncertain 

c)  Noise Levels 2 increased 10 decreased 20 unchanged 3 uncertain 

d)  Safety of Cyclists 22 increased 3 decreased 5 unchanged 5 uncertain 

e)  Safety of Motorists 21 increased 5 decreased 8 unchanged 1 uncertain 

d)  Safety of Pedestrians 24 increased 3 decreased 8 unchanged 0 uncertain 

4. Has the traffic calming  measures had any of the following effects on your own driving habits on Brookridge / Dalewood? 

0 drive faster 21 drive slower 14 unchanged 

5. Has winter driving conditions on Brookridge / Dalewood become? 

10 better 1 worse 21 unchanged 3 uncertain 

6. Do you think the spacing of the traffic calming measures are? 

23 appropriate 4 too frequent 7 too infrequent 1 uncertain 

7. If a speed hump has been installed at the front of your home has it caused you any problems? 

1 yes 6 no 0 uncertain if yes, describe - __________

8. Would you be opposed to the installation of a speed hump at the front of your home? 

6 yes 18 no 4 uncertain 

9. Would you be opposed to traffic calming measures being implemented on other city streets? 

3 yes 32 no 0 uncertain 

10. Are you concerned about the possibility of reduced emergency response times? 

0 strongly concerned 0 generally concerned 4 neutral 31 unconcerned

11. What is your overall view of the Brookridge / Dalewood Traffic Calming Pilot Project? 

21 strongly supportive 10 generally supportive 1 neutral 0 generally opposed 3 strongly opposed 

NOTE:  35 out of a possible 55 households participated in the questionnaire as of March 13, 2001. 



DALEWOOD DRIVE & BROOKRIDGE GATE

TRAFFIC CALMING QUESTIONNAIRE

Additional Comments:

The installation of the traffic signals at Kingston Road (Hwy 2) and Altona Road (Regional 
Road 27), have helped decrease the short-cut traffic volumes on our streets. 
When Altona Road is widened, traffic signals may be required at Altona Road, Brookridge 
Gate and Valley Gate to improve pedestrian crossing safety. 
Closing Altona Road at Brookridge Gate would reduce the amount of cut-through traffic into 
our neighbourhood. 
The speed humps should be a little higher and re-painted every year.
Motorists ignore the stop signs.  The speed bumps don’t work!  Police enforcement may help. 
Motorists are driving on the boulevard to avoid the speed humps.  Please install bollards to 
mark the speed hump areas. 
Traffic calming measures should only be implemented near school, parks, and in residential 
areas, not on main streets. 



THE HAMLET OF CHERRYWOOD 

TRAFFIC CALMING QUESTIONNAIRE

1. How long have you lived in Cherrywood?   

4 less than 2 years 2 2 years to 5 years 2 5 years to 10 years 7 10 years or more 

2. Are you concerned about the look of the Speed Humps? 

1 yes 14 no 0 uncertain 

3. Since the implementation of the “Speed Humps” how do you think the following things have changed? 

a)  Traffic Speed 1 increased 11 decreased 3 unchanged 0 uncertain 

b)  Traffic Volume 2 increased 10 decreased 3 unchanged 0 uncertain 

c)  Noise Levels 2 increased 6 decreased 5 unchanged 2 uncertain 

d)  Safety of Cyclists 7 increased 1 decreased 5 unchanged 2 uncertain 

e)  Safety of Motorists 6 increased 3 decreased 5 unchanged 1 uncertain 

d)  Safety of Pedestrians 9 increased 1 decreased 3 unchanged 2 uncertain 

4. Has the traffic calming speed humps had any of the following effects on your own driving habits in Cherrywood? 

0 drive faster 9 drive slower 6 unchanged 

5. Has winter driving conditions in Cherrywood become? 

2 better 1 worse 11 unchanged 1 uncertain 

6. Do you think the spacing of the traffic calming speed humps is? 

9 appropriate 2 too frequent 4 too infrequent 0 uncertain 

7. If a speed hump has been installed at the front of your home has it caused you any problems? 

0 yes 5 no 0 uncertain if yes, describe____________________ 

8. Would you be opposed to the installation of a speed hump at the front of your home? 

2 yes 8 no 0 uncertain  

9. Would you be opposed to traffic calming measures being implemented on other city streets?  

2 yes 12 no 1 uncertain 

10. What is your overall view of the Cherrywood Traffic Calming Pilot Project? 

10 strongly supportive 4 generally supportive 0 neutral 0 generally opposed 1 strongly opposed 

NOTE:  15 out of a possible 17 households participated in this questionnaire as of January 25, 2001. 



THE HAMLET OF CHERRYWOOD 

TRAFFIC CALMING QUESTIONNAIRE 

Additional Comments:

Additional speed humps should be installed to reduce the small percentage of motorists 
continuing to speed between the humps.
Additional speed humps would deter other motorists from utilizing Cherrywood as a short-cut 
route.
Snow removal was poor to fair, and at times, was later than expected. 
Motorists tend to drive with minimal caution over the speed humps and residents fear that 
collisions may increase.   
A sidewalk is required on Concession Road 3.
Road improvements are required.  i.e. re-paving 
Too many signs clutter the street. The amount of signage is not very aesthetically pleasing. 
Non-local traffic is unnecessary and should be redirected to maintain the nature of the Hamlet. 
Illegal heavy truck traffic has been observed and should be enforced. 



THE HAMLET OF WHITEVALE 

TRAFFIC CALMING QUESTIONNAIRE

1. How long have you lived in Whitevale?   

5 less than 2 years 6 2 years to 5 years 6 5 years to 10 years 28 10 years or more 

2. Are you concerned about the look of the Speed Humps? 

2 yes 43 no 0 uncertain 

3. Since the implementation of the “Speed Humps” how do you think the following things have changed? 

a)  Traffic Speed 0 increased 38 decreased 3 unchanged 4 uncertain 

b)  Traffic Volume 3 increased 23 decreased 13 unchanged 6 uncertain 

c)  Noise Levels 7 increased 18 decreased 13 unchanged 7 uncertain 

d)  Safety of Cyclists 15 increased 5 decreased 10 unchanged 15 uncertain

e)  Safety of Motorists 21 increased 10 decreased 11 unchanged 3 uncertain 

d)  Safety of Pedestrians 30 increased 8 decreased 6 unchanged 1 uncertain 

4. Has the traffic calming speed humps had any of the following effects on your own driving habits  on Whitevale Road? 

0 drive faster 34 drive slower 11 unchanged 

5. Has winter driving conditions on Whitevale Road become? 

6 better 7 worse 28 unchanged 4 uncertain 

6. Do you think the spacing of the traffic calming speed humps is? 

30 appropriate 0 too frequent 8 too infrequent 1 uncertain 

7. If a speed hump has been installed at the front of your home has it caused you any problems? 

0 yes 7 no 0 uncertain if yes, describe_________________________

8. Would you be opposed to the installation of a speed hump at the front of your home? 

7 yes 29 no 2 uncertain 

9. Would you be opposed to traffic calming measures being implemented on other streets in the city? 

2 yes 40 no 3 uncertain 

10. Are  you concerned about the possibility of reduced emergency response times? 

0 strongly concerned 6 generally concerned 5 neutral 34 unconcerned

11. What is your overall view of the Whitevale Road Traffic Calming Pilot Project? 

31 strongly supportive 12 generally supportive 2 neutral 0 generally opposed 0 strongly opposed 

NOTE:  45 out of a possible 60 households participated in this questionnaire as of March 24, 2001. 



THE HAMLET OF WHITEVALE 

TRAFFIC CALMING QUESTIONNAIRE

 Additional Comments:

Traffic calming has increased the quality of life in Whitevale. 
The safety of our children is very important.  We would like to see sidewalks. 
The speed humps need to be higher. 
Golf Club Road and North Road need additional speed humps to slow traffic down. 
Road improvements are necessary.  Repair the road and the potholes on the bridge. 
Too many signs.  It’s not aesthetically pleasing. 
Motorists pass each other and create unsafe driving conditions due to the speed humps. 
Speed humps should be placed closer together. 
The Whitevale Road by-pass should be built before the 407 is completed. This would reduce 
the amount of traffic entering the Hamlet. 
Motorists are still driving fast down the hill.  Police enforcement is needed. 



THE HAMLET OF GREENWOOD 

TRAFFIC CALMING QUESTIONNAIRE

1. How long have you lived in Greenwood?   

1 less than 2 years 6 2 years to 5 years 6 5 years to 10 years 28 10 years or more 

2. Are you concerned about the look of the traffic calming measures? 

9 yes 32 no 0 uncertain 

3. Since the implementation of the “Traffic Calming Measures,” how do you think the following things have changed? 

a)  Traffic Speed 2 increased 23 decreased 14 unchanged 2 uncertain 

b)  Traffic Volume 7 increased 18 decreased 13 unchanged 3 uncertain 

c)  Noise Levels 7 increased 11 decreased 16 unchanged 7 uncertain 

d)  Safety of Cyclists 9 increased 7 decreased 24 unchanged 1 uncertain 

e)  Safety of Motorists 10 increased 10 decreased 17 unchanged 4 uncertain 

d)  Safety of Pedestrians 16 increased 14 decreased 9 unchanged 2 uncertain 

4. Has the traffic calming  measures had any of the following effects on your own driving habits in Greenwood? 

0 drive faster 26 drive slower 13 unchanged 2 do not drive 

5. Has winter driving conditions in Greenwood become? 

6 better 11 worse 20 unchanged 2 uncertain 2 do not drive 

6. Do you think the spacing of the traffic calming measures is? 

16 appropriate 5 too frequent 16 too infrequent 4 uncertain 

7. If a speed hump has been installed at the front of your home has it caused you any problems? 

2 yes 5 no 0 uncertain if yes, describe ________________________ 

8. Would you be opposed to the installation of a speed hump at the front of your home? 

7 yes 26 no 1 uncertain 

9. Would you be opposed to traffic calming measures being implemented on other streets? 

4 yes 34 no 3 uncertain 

10. Are you concerned about the possibility of reduced emergency response times? 

1 strongly concerned 3 generally concerned 2 neutral 35 unconcerned

11. What is your overall view of the Greenwood Traffic Calming Pilot Project? 

19 strongly supportive 14 generally supportive 2 neutral 3 generally opposed 3 strongly opposed 

NOTE:  41 out of a possible 51 households participated in this questionnaire as of March 12, 2001. 



THE HAMLET OF GREENWOOD 

TRAFFIC CALMING QUESTIONNAIRE

Additional Comments:

The traffic circle at the bottom of the hill causes difficulty for trucks entering my store.  It also 
causes accidents and people do not drive around it properly. Remove the traffic circle and 
replace it with a speed hump. 
Additional speed humps on the hill would be good. 
Pedestrians are not safe, they need sidewalks. 
A “Local Traffic Only” sign would reduce the amount of traffic entering the Hamlet. 
Speed humps are needed at the west end of Concession 6 coming off of Highway 7 (by the 
museum entrance) to slow traffic down before going around the corner towards the bridge.
A speed hump should be located between Trimbles Lane and Greenwood Road. The raised 
intersection is ineffective. 
The placement of the speed humps are infrequent, therefore ineffective. 
At night, it is difficult to see the traffic circle.
Speed humps should be higher. 
A traffic signal at Highway 7 and Westney Road would reduce the amount of traffic entering 
the Hamlet. 
Too much noise is created when motorists  drive over the speed humps. 
Turn restrictions would deter traffic from entering the Hamlet. 
The traffic circle should be maintained with a tree and flowers.



GLENDALE DRIVE 

TRAFFIC CALMING QUESTIONNAIRE

1. How long have you lived on Glendale Drive?   

7 less than 2 years 7 2 years to 5 years 9 5 years to 10 years 26 10 years or more 

2. Are you concerned about the look of the chicanes? 

9 yes 39 no 1 uncertain 

3. Since the implementation of the “chicanes” how do you think the following things have changed? 

a)  Traffic Speed 14 increased 11 decreased 19 unchanged 5 uncertain 

b)  Traffic Volume 11 increased 13 decreased 20 unchanged 5 uncertain 

c)  Noise Levels 12 increased 2 decreased 24 unchanged 11 uncertain 

d)  Safety of Cyclists 14 increased 11 decreased 8 unchanged 16 uncertain 

e)  Safety of Motorists 13 increased 19 decreased 11 unchanged 6 uncertain 

d)  Safety of Pedestrians 24 increased 7 decreased 13 unchanged 5 uncertain 

4. Has the traffic calming measures had any of the following effects on your own driving habits on Glendale Drive? 

0 Drive faster 24 drive slower 21 unchanged 4 do not drive 

5. Has winter driving conditions on Glendale Drive become? 

5 Better 19 worse 16 unchanged 5 uncertain 4 do not drive 

6. Do you think the spacing of the traffic calming measures are? 

23 appropriate 6 too frequent 2 too infrequent 18 uncertain 

7. If a chicane has been installed at the front of your home has it caused you any problems? 

7 yes 10 no 0 uncertain if yes, describe____________________ 

8. Would you be opposed to the installation of a chicane at the front of your home? 

24 yes 6 no 2 uncertain  

9. Would you be opposed to traffic calming measures being implemented on other city streets?  

7 yes 38 no 4 uncertain 

10. Are you concerned about the possibility of reduced emergency response time? 

3 Strongly concerned 10 generally concerned 2 neutral 34 not concerned 

11. What is your overall view of the Glendale Drive Traffic Calming Pilot Project? 

7 strongly supportive 15 generally supportive 12 neutral 8 generally opposed 7 strongly opposed 

NOTE:  49 out of a possible 58 households participated in this questionnaire as of February 28, 2001. 



GLENDALE DRIVE 

TRAFFIC CALMING QUESTIONNAIRE 

Additional Comments:

Snow removal is poor. 
Maintenance is inadequate but should be a priority in traffic calmed areas. 
Snow storage on chicanes and boulevards reduces visibility sightlines.  Snow removal should 
be required. 
Motorists have a difficult time maneuvering around parked vehicles. 
Parking on the road is dangerous. 
Garbage and litter builds up around the chicanes. 
Some chicanes are not placed correctly. 
Too much signage.  
Yield signs should be placed closer to the road for better visibility. 
Motorists can still drive fast up the middle of the road. 
Police enforcement is required. 
Chicanes are ineffective and do not serve a purpose. 
“Local Traffic Only” sign or “Please Respect our Neighourhood” sign is required. 
Turning restrictions should be considered. 
Speed humps would be more suited to slow down traffic. 
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1.0 POLICY STATEMENT 

The Neighbourhood Traffic Watch Program is an awareness campaign that was developed and 
launched in partnership with the Town of Ajax and the Durham Regional Police service.  The 
program specifically strives to increase neighbourhood traffic safety through the participation of 
the concerned local community with their evaluation and recording of excessive vehicle speeds.

2.0 INTRODUCTION 

The Neighbourhood Traffic Watch Program is another tool that has been developed to help 
address the growing number of concerns about traffic safety in communities.  The public is 
encouraged to become directly involved with the recording of vehicle speeds as a means to ease 
the pressure and amount of attention that City staff or the Durham Regional Police Service can 
offer to address the respective concerns.  A full program outline is provided in the accompanying 
figures that have been developed to educate and correspond with the residents.

3.0 SCOPE  

This policy will be limited to the public review of vehicle speeding concerns on City roadways 
ranging in class up to a Type ‘C’ Arterial.  The program will help staff, residents and the Police 
identify real and perceived traffic safety problems and if necessary where additional traffic 
control devices or speed enforcement may be required.  It must be noted that the residents 
operating the radar and speed message board cannot enforce or stop motorists.  The program 
only serves to improve awareness to the hazards of vehicle speeding. 

4.0 IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS 

The implementation of the Neighbourhood Traffic Watch Program is detailed in a three-stage 
process on the attached figure “Program Implementation Outline” which is sent out with the 
program introductory letter to all interested communities.  The implementation process basically 
includes the gathering of background data, a speed recording period by residents, a filing of 
letters, radar enforcement and a follow-up gathering of post program traffic data to determine the 
short/long-term extent of the improvements. 

5.0 COST IMPLICATIONS 

The cost to operate the Neighbourhood Traffic Watch Program is negligible except for the staff 
time related to process applications and educate the community on how to set-up and run the 
radar and sign message board.  Considerable time is also spent by City staff and the Durham 
Regional Police Service on the follow-up process of gathering abstracts for the recorded licence 
plate numbers and the mailing out of letters to the registered vehicle owners.
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6.0 CONCLUSION 

The Neighbourhood Traffic Watch Program is considered a very effective tool to raise the 
awareness to traffic safety concerns in any given neighbourhood.  The Neighbourhood Traffic 
Watch Program is also an excellent tool to identify both real and perceived traffic safety 
concerns as the public is directly responsible for performing the evaluation of the traffic flow.  
Although the procedure of acquiring vehicle ownership information is very time consuming, it is 
believed that the positive benefits in terms of awareness and attitude change that may result from 
the receipt of an addressed letter from the police is extremely valuable.  As with all other types 
of enforcement or awareness campaigns, the effects may be short-term and will have to be 
repeated periodically to maintain reasonable speed compliance.      
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1.0 POLICY STATEMENT 

This policy has been developed to help maintain the safe and efficient operation of City streets 
through the proper application of speed limits.  The service function of collector and arterial 
streets within the City should be protected against the arbitrary and ineffective lowering of 
speeds to 40 km/h.  Reduced speeds should be limited to areas of high pedestrian generation or 
on local streets where the community is aware of the real and perceived benefits, yet remains in 
majority support of the installation.         

2.0 INTRODUCTION 

In accordance with Section 128, Part (1) (b) of the Highway Traffic Act, the statutory maximum 
rate of speed for motor vehicles within a city, town, village, police-village, or built-up area is 50 
km/h.  Statutory speed limits are set by the Ministry of Transportation as a means to develop 
uniformity for speed zoning on similar roads throughout the Province.  Statutory speed limits on 
municipal roadways may be amended by by-law of Municipal Council to rates of 40, 60, 70, 80, 
90 or 100 km/h. 

Amending speed limits from the statutory limit of 50 km/h should only be considered following 
a proper engineering study to technically justify a reduction or an increase in the maximum 
speed limit.  The arbitrary lowering of speed limits to unrealistic levels typically produces a 
wider range of vehicle speeds and a more dangerous operating environment on the roadway.  The 
85th percentile speed, which is the speed at or below which 85 percent of motorist’s travel, is 
generally regarded as the safe operating speed for a roadway.  Speeds posted in accordance with 
the statutory limit and/or the 85th percentile typically result in traffic flowing at more uniform 
rates which increases safety, leading to fewer accidents. 

Statutory speed limits are regularly reduced to 40 km/h on City streets as a means to respond to 
vehicle speeding complaints.  While it is recognized that this initiative may provide a perceived 
improvement, studies undertaken “before” and “after” the revised speeds have been put into 
effect, regularly confirm that there are no significant improvements in average speeds.  Speed 
reductions to 40 km/h prove to have the least effect on collector and arterial streets since the 
design and service function of these types of roadways generally support higher comfort levels 
for motorists which consequently result in higher vehicle operating speeds.

This policy has been developed to address the real and perceived benefits of reducing speed 
limits to 40 km/h on City streets.  Speed reductions to 40 km/h should be limited to 
implementation on local streets where studies warrant or where a majority of residents remain in 
support of the installation.  Speed reductions on collector and arterial streets should only be 
implemented where engineering studies confirm the technical justification for the reduction.
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3.0 SCOPE  

This policy will be limited to reviewing the requests for speed limit reductions to 40 km/h on 
local streets under the jurisdiction of the City of Pickering.  Although requests are frequently 
received for speed limit reductions on collector and arterial streets, experience has confirmed that 
the initiatives are completely ineffective.  As such, other methods should be investigated for 
these streets which may include the Neighbourhood Traffic Watch Program, Police Enforcement 
or the possible implementation of Traffic Calming measures on collector streets. 

This policy has been developed to help protect the intended function and operating 
characteristics of the collector and arterial corridors as detailed on the Transportation System in 
the City’s Official Plan.  Opportunities do exist; however, to reduce speed limits to 40 km/h on 
local streets where the neighbourhood has been educated on the real and perceived benefits of a 
reduced speed yet remain in majority support.            

4.0 IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS 

The review and implementation process for a 40 km/h reduced speed zone on local streets will be 
followed in accordance with the “flowchart” provided in this policy as Figure 1.  A brief 
description of each stage of the process follows: 

1. Requests for a speed limit reduction to 40 km/h must be submitted in writing.  
2. Staff will review the request by conducting a number of technical studies, including the 

determination of the 85th percentile speed.  Figure 2 of this policy represents the evaluation 
worksheet.

3. If the minimum criteria have been satisfied staff will prepare the amending By-law and 
Report to Council.  Should the minimum qualifications not be met residents will be notified 
of the results and a petition process may be initiated or alternate programs may be suggested.

4. The petition letter must address the real and perceived benefits of a 40 km/h speed reduction.  
Neighbourhood support in excess of 80% will result in staff‘s preparation of the amending 
By-law and Report to Council.  If community support is less than 80%, residents will be 
advised of the possible alternate programs. 

5. Approval of the amending by-law is required by City Council.  Following the receipt of the 
necessary approvals staff will initiate the installation of the speed signing. The installation of 
the signs may be delayed on occasion due to weather conditions and or the requirement of 
underground utility locates.  Signage will placed in accordance with the guidelines as 
detailed in the Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices.   
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5.0 COST IMPLICATIONS 

The cost to install signing for a 40 km/h reduced speed area is dependent on the length of the 
speed zone involved.  For urban areas, speed signs must be located a maximum of every 300 
metres apart if the zone is under 1.5 kilometers in length and every 900 metres apart if the zone 
is over 1.5 kilometers in length.  Signs are required to be posted in both directions of travel and 
should be located immediately following the intersection with a road of differing speed.  In 
addition to the sign purchases, the somewhat hidden costs associated with staff’s time to 
investigate the request, prepare the necessary documentation, schedule utility locates and also to 
finally install the signs is required.  Although these costs are typically not excessive, it should be 
noted that technically unwarranted installations increase the City’s annual operating costs. 

6.0 CONCLUSION 

Speed limits reductions to 40 km/h have historically proven very ineffective at reducing vehicle 
operating speeds.  The design of the roadway and the level of comfort experienced by the 
motorist for the prevailing roadway conditions generally dictate the travel speed or the 85th

percentile.  Speed limit reductions on any street should be justified through proper engineering 
studies and should only be limited to urban local streets. 

The implementation of a consistent approach to reduced speed limits to 40 km/h on City Streets 
is required to maintain a safe and efficient transportation system.  Posting speeds at appropriate 
rates will encourage Police enforcement initiatives and also maintain a system of speeds on City 
streets that are safer and will be recognized throughout the City and the Province.
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FIGURE 2 

40 km/h Reduced Speed Evaluation
DATE:  _______________________ 

STREET:  ______________________________________

MINIMUM CRITERIA

Facility Type  Local  

Length of Facility  Greater than 300 metres 

Number of Lanes  Maximum of 2  

Traffic Control Signals  Do not exist on Street  

Roadway Design Speed  ______ km/h  Does not exceed 50 km/h 

85th Percentile Speed  ______ km/h  Less than 45 km/h 

Note: The 40 km/h Reduced Speed Request will be denied if any of the above criteria is not satisfied. 

CONSIDERATION CRITERIA

Pedestrian Generators  Yes (5)  No (0) 

Streetlighting  Yes (0)  No (1) 

Transit Route  Yes (0)  No (1) 

Emergency Route  Yes (0)  No (1) 

Collision Experience  < 3/year (0)  > 3/year (1) 

Residential Frontage  < 60%  (0)  > 60%  (1) + (1)/10% 

Traffic Volumes ________ v/d  > Capacity (1)  < Capacity (0) 

Low Priority 0-5  Medium Priority 6-10  High Priority 11+ 

Note: Point system is not a warrant but rather a mechanism for reporting and discussion. 

40 km/h Reduced Speed Request Status
Request Denied  Alternate Programs Recommended Community Support Petition Initiated 
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1.0 POLICY STATEMENT 

The purpose of this policy is to establish an amended and recognized warrant system for 
investigating and evaluating requests for the installation of “All-way Stop Signs”.  Current 
Ministry of Transportation guidelines and warrants, as detailed in the Manual of Uniform Traffic 
Control Devices (MUTCD), are exceedingly difficult to satisfy for neighbourhood streets and as 
such a reduced standard for the City of Pickering has been developed.  The reduced standards are 
not intended to support the proliferation of all-way stop signs but rather a coordinated, more 
humanistic, approach to using this form of traffic control device in neighbourhoods. 

2.0 INTRODUCTION 

All-way stop signs are used to assign the right-of-way between opposing movements of traffic at 
intersections.  The decision to install an all-way stop should always follow a detailed traffic 
study which includes such reviews as traffic and pedestrian volumes, direction of vehicular flow, 
roadway operating speeds, collision history and other factors such as visibility and roadway 
geometry.  Where all-way stop signs have been installed, in accordance with recognized 
technical warrants, traffic movements  can be expected to operate with relative efficiency and 
safety at intersections. 

One common misuse, however, of all-way stop signs is to arbitrarily interrupt through traffic for 
the purposes of reducing vehicle speeds.   Contrary to the intent, studies have shown that the 
installation of technically unwarranted stop signs will only reduce vehicle speeds in the 
immediate area of the stop condition and will actually cause an increase in speeds between stop 
conditions as motorists try to make up for lost time.  When confronted with unreasonable 
restrictions, motorists will frequently violate the conditions in place and generally develop a 
contempt for all types of traffic control devices.  This type of behaviour makes roadway 
crossings and traffic movements very unsafe.   

The Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) provides standard guidelines and 
warrant criteria governing the installation of all-way stop signs.  These guidelines and warrant 
criteria have been developed as a means to achieve uniformity in signing throughout the 
Province of Ontario and compatibility throughout Canada and North America.  A reduced 
warrant for the City of Pickering will follow the guidelines of the MUTCD but will permit the 
installation of an all-way stop condition based on a reduced traffic volume requirement.             

3.0 SCOPE 

The All-way stop sign policy and amended warrant will be limited to the control of traffic 
movements at intersections under the jurisdiction of the City of Pickering.  The amended 
standards are designed to reduce the misuse and proliferation of all-way stops signs in the City 
yet provide an opportunity where the safety and operating characteristics of certain intersections 
can be improved through their early installation.  Intersections in the City that are currently under 
Provincial or Regional control cannot be regulated by the conditions of this policy. 
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4.0 IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS 

The implementation process for the installation of all-way stop signs will be followed in 
accordance with the “flowchart” provided in this policy as Figure 1.  

Following the receipt of a written request for an all-way stop sign, staff will collect through 
various traffic engineering studies, the necessary data to analyze and determine a warrant status.  
Such studies will capture the following technical parameters: 

traffic and pedestrian volumes,  
vehicle speeds,
collision history,
visibility of appropriate sightlines,
signage and pavement markings, and  
other general observations. 

Based on the data collected the standard Provincial warrants as provided in the MUTCD will be 
evaluated.  The reduced warrant standard for the City of Pickering will be based on the volume 
criteria being met to a minimum of 70%.    

Staff will prepare the necessary amending By-law and Report to Council recommending the 
installation.  The by-law will be subject to approval by City Council following which the signs 
may be installed.  The location of the signs will be in accordance with the recommended 
guidelines of the MUTCD and may on times be delayed due to weather conditions and/or the 
requirement of underground utility locates. 

Staff may conduct annual warrant studies to determine the continued need for all-way stop 
control.  Changing traffic patterns and re-development of certain areas may result in the need for 
the all-way stop controls to removed or upgraded to traffic control signals.

5.0 EVALUATION CRITERIA 

In general, all-way stop signs should only be used where traffic-engineering studies considering 
such factors as traffic speeds, traffic volumes, restricted sightlines, and collision experience 
indicates that the application of stop signs are warranted.  The guidelines and warrant criteria for 
this process are detailed as follows: 

Warrant Guidelines

All-way stop signs may be considered or recommended for installation at rural or urban 
intersections where any of the following conditions exist: 

a) At two roadways with similar volume demand and operating characteristics. The 
approaches should be directly opposing (i.e. not offsets) should preferably approach at right 
angles (i.e. no skewed approaches), and have an equal number of lanes. 
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b)  As an interim measure where traffic control signals are warranted, but cannot be 
implemented immediately. 

c) At locations having a high collision frequency where less restrictive measures have been 
tried and found inadequate.  For the purposes of this warrant, a high collision frequency is 
an average of four (4) collisions per year for a three (3) year period.  Only those collisions 
susceptible to relief through multi-way “stop” control will be considered (i.e. right angle 
and turning type collisions).  Included in this warrant are those locations where visibility 
problems exist which limit the safe approach speed to less than 15 km/h, thereby creating 
an unreasonable collision potential.

d) As a means of providing an introductory period to accustom drivers to a reversal of 
intersection control. Installation under this warrant shall be in conformance with Section 
A2.11.04 of Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices (M.U.T.C.D.). 

Notwithstanding the foregoing, however, All-way Stop Signs should not be used under the 
following conditions: 

1. Where the protection of pedestrians, school children in particular, is a prime concern.   
2. As a speed control device. 
3. On roadways where progressive signal timing exists. 
4. On roadways within urban areas having a posted speed limit in excess of 60 km/hr. 
5. At intersection having less than three (3) or more than four (4) approaches. 
6. At intersections that are offset, poorly defined, or geometrically sub-standard. 
7. On truck or bus routes, except in an industrial area, or where two such routes cross. 
8. On multi-lane approaches where a parked or stopped vehicle on the right will obscure the 

“Stop” sign. 
9. Where traffic would be required to stop on grades. 
10. As means of deterring the movement of through traffic in a residential area. 
11. Where visibility of the sign is hampered by curves or grades, and insufficient safe 

stopping distances exists. 
12. Where any other traffic device controlling right-of-way is permanently in place within 

250 meters, with the exception of a yield sign. 

Warrant Criteria and Calculations

Specific warrant criteria exists to determine the warrant status for the intersection of arterial and 
major collectors streets and also for the intersection of local and minor collector streets.  The 
warrants for each intersection configuration follows: 

Local and Minor Collector Streets

1. A total vehicle volume on all intersection approaches exceeding 350 (Pickering standard is 
245 vehicles) for the highest hour recorded, and 

2. a volume split that does not exceed 75/25 for a three-way stop control or 65/35 for a four-
way stop control. Volume is defined as vehicles only. 
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See “Figure 2” for local and minor collector streets all-way stop warrant evaluation worksheet. 

Arterial and Major Collector Streets

1. A total vehicle volume on all intersection approaches exceeding 500 vehicles per hour 
(Pickering standard is 70% or 350 vehicles) for each of any eight (8) hours of the day,

2. a combined vehicular and pedestrian volume on the minor street exceeding 200 units 
(Pickering standard is 70% or 140 vehicles) per hour (all vehicles and pedestrians wishing 
to enter the intersection) for each of the same eight (8) hours, with an average delay to 
traffic on the minor street (either vehicles or pedestrians wishing to enter the intersection) 
of greater than 30 seconds, and 

3. a volume split that does not exceed 70/30. Volume on the major street is defined as 
vehicles only. Volume on the minor street includes all vehicles plus any pedestrians 
wishing to cross the major street. 

See “Figure 3” for arterial and major collector streets all-way stop warrant evaluation worksheet. 

6.0 COST IMPLICATIONS 

The implementation of an all-way stop condition generally requires the purchase of two (2) 
standard Ra-1 regulatory “Stop Signs”, two (2) wooden signposts and four (4) “All-way” Ra-1t 
stop tabs to amend the existing one-way or two-way stop controls.  The posting of temporary 
“New” stop, yield and signal control warning signs Wb-3, is also required for the period of not 
less than 15 days and not more than two months.   In addition to the sign purchases, the 
somewhat hidden costs associated with staff’s time to investigate the request, prepare the 
necessary documentation, schedule utility locates and to finally install the signs is also required.  
Although these costs are typically not excessive, it should be noted that technically unwarranted 
installations increase the City’s annual operating costs.

7.0 CONCLUSION 

The use of All-way Stop Signs should be limited to the control of right-of-way conflicts where 
traffic engineering studies have confirmed that the installation is warranted.  The indiscriminant 
installation of all-way stop signs, typically as a speed control device, will result in unnecessary 
delay to motorists and unsafe operating characteristics on roadways.  The reduced warrant 
criteria as outlined in this Policy should provide a reasonable approach for the use of this type of 
traffic control device on neighbourhood streets. 
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FIGURE 2 

All-Way Stop Warrant
(Local and Minor Collector Streets) 

INTERSECTION COUNT DATA

Date:   
Intersection:   Major Road Runs: 
Major Road:   Number of Lanes: 
Operating Speed of Major Road: Intersection Type:  

Hours Major Minor Total Exceeding Major Minor Split Ratio Split Ratio
Ending  Volume Volume Volume 245 % % 75/25 65/35

        
        
        
        

     
     

        
        

WARRANT EVALAUTION

Warrant 1:  Traffic Control
Traffic control signals are warranted but cannot be implemented immediately. Yes  No  

Warrant 2:  Minimum Vehicle Volume     
Total vehicle volume on all intersection approaches exceeds 70% of 350 (245) for highest hour 
recorded; and    

Yes  No  

3-way intersection volume split ratio not exceeding 75/25 for highest hour recorded.   Yes  No  

OR

4-way intersection volume split ratio not exceeding 65/35 for highest hour recorded. Yes  No  

Warrant 3:  Collision History
Occurrence of three or more reportable right-angle collisions of a type correctible through the 
installation of an all-way stop in a 12 month period averaged over 3 years. 

Yes  No  

Warrant 4:  Sightline Requirements
The minimum stopping sight distance at this intersection is less than the applicable criteria for 
wet pavement as specified in the Stopping Sight Distance table below. 

Yes  No  

Design Speed (km/h) 
40
50
60
70

Stopping Sight Distance Required (m) 
50
60
85

110

Note:  For the multi-way stop to be technically justified, any individual warrant must be fully satisfied. 

ALL-WAY STOP WARRANTED? Yes No



FIGURE 3 

All-Way Stop Warrant
(Arterial and Major Collector Streets) 

INTERSECTION COUNT DATA

Date:               
Intersection:        Major Road Runs:       
Major Road:          Number of Lanes:       
Operating Speed of Major Road:      Intersection Type:     
                    
            

Hours Major Minor Total Exceeding Pedestrian Peds+ Exceeding Major  Minor Split Ratio
Ending Volume  Volume Volume 350 Volume Minor 140 % % 70/30

            
            
            
            

        
        

            
            

WARRANT EVALAUTION

Warrant 1:  Traffic Control
Traffic control signals are warranted but cannot be implemented immediately. Yes  No  

Warrant 2:  Minimum Vehicle Volume     
Total vehicle volume on all intersection approaches exceeding 70% of 500 (350) vehicles per 
hour for each of any 8 hours of the day; and    

Yes  No  

a combined vehicular and pedestrian volume on the side-street exceeding 70% of 200 (140) per 
hour for each of the same 8 hours of the day and a delay of greater than 30 seconds; and   

Yes  No  

a volume split that does not exceed 70/30.  Volumes on the major street are vehicles only.  
Volumes on the minor street include pedestrians and vehicles. 

Yes  No  

Warrant 3:  Collision History
Occurrence of three or more reportable right-angle collisions of a type correctible through the 
installation of an all-way stop in a 12 month period averaged over 3 years. 

Yes  No  

Warrant 4:  Sightline Requirements
The minimum stopping sight distance at this intersection is less than the applicable criteria for 
wet pavement as specified in the Stopping Sight Distance table below. 

Yes  No  

Design Speed (km/h) 
40
50
60
70

Stopping Sight Distance Required (m) 
50
60
85

110

Note:  For the multi-way stop to be technically justified, any individual warrant must be fully satisfied. 

ALL-WAY STOP WARRANTED? Yes No
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1.0 POLICY STATEMENT

The purpose of this policy is to provide an established process to fairly screen all neighbourhood 
requests for the installation of traffic calming measures.  The policy has been developed so that 
traffic calming measures can be used, where deemed appropriate, to improve safety on a street 
and/or to restore the streets intended function.

2.0 INTRODUCTION 

Traffic calming is the installation of mainly physical modifications to a roadway for the purpose 
of reducing the negative effects of motor vehicle use.  These effects are almost always associated 
with excessive vehicle speed and the impacts of cut through traffic in a neighbourhood.  A 
successful traffic calming program is one, which will alter the street in such a way, that motorists 
will drive slower and exercise additional caution. 

In order to achieve this objective, traffic calming usually involves the installation of a 
combination of the following roadway design characteristics or features: 

changes to the vertical and/or horizontal alignment of the roadway; 
changes to the traveled portion of the roadway through pavement and/or lane narrowings; 
changes to the roadways surface texture and/or colour; and 
installing visual treatments that may include entrance gateways, trees and/or ground 
cover.

This Traffic Calming Policy and Procedure has been developed based on the experience gained 
through the successful implementation, monitoring and evaluation of a number of Traffic 
Calming Pilot Projects installed on City Streets since 1996.  Traffic Calming is regarded as an 
important and effective tool to effectively manage the speed and volume of traffic on streets 
where deemed appropriate.

3.0 SCOPE  

Since traffic calming measures should not be applied to all types of roadways, for a variety of 
operating reasons, specific installation criteria as developed in this policy must always be met 
and adhered to.  Traffic calming designs will be limited to installation on Local, Collector and 
residential Type ‘C” Arterial streets and must always receive approval from the “Safer Streets 
Traffic Calming Review Committee” before being recommended to City Council for installation.  
This Committee will be tasked with guiding the review, design, development and 
recommendation of all traffic calming requests. 

4.0 IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS   

The implementation process for traffic calming will be followed in accordance with the 
“Flowchart” provided in this policy as Figure 1.  The flowchart details the procedure by which 
each request for traffic calming will be evaluated on a first-come first-served basis and will be 
subject initially to traffic studies and minimum justification criteria.  If the minimum criteria has 
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been met the request will be forwarded to the Safer Streets Traffic Calming Review Committee 
for approval.  The review by the committee is instrumental at this stage of the approval process 
as it proposed to be made of a representative from each of the following areas: 

Fire
Police
Ambulance 
Transit
Planning & Development 
Roads Section 
Traffic Section 
Resident Appointed from Ward 1 
Resident Appointed from Ward 2 
Resident Appointed from Ward 3 

By involving all of the above disciplines in the initial request and review stage, specific concerns 
will be raised that may be able to be accommodated in the future design plan.  The safer streets 
traffic calming review committee will also have the authority to deny a request based on such 
implications as unacceptable effects on emergency response times, transit safety, roads 
maintenance, transportation planning and management, etc.  A resident from each Ward of the 
City will also sit on the committee, as they will represent an equitable human side to the request 
and review process. 

If approved by the Safer Streets Traffic Calming Review Committee, the request will be then be 
coordinated by staff of the Traffic Section.  These duties will include the formation of a 
Neighbourhood Traffic Calming Committee with residents of the specific area and the design of 
a proposed plan.  The Safer Streets Traffic Calming Review Committee will review the design 
plan prior to it being recommended to City Council for approval and implementation. 

5.0 EVALUATION CRITERIA  

Following the receipt of a completed “Traffic Calming Application”, as is provided in this policy 
as Figure 2, staff of the Traffic Section will undertake a number of studies to qualify and further 
define the extent of the problem reported.  These studies will include technical speed and volume 
reviews and a checklist of other pertinent factors that may or may not substantiate the need for 
traffic calming measures on a particular street.  The “Checklist” as provided in this policy as 
Figure 3 will include such review and comparison items as: 

 85th Percentile Vehicle Speed 
Posted Speed Limit 
Roadway Grade 
Traffic Volume 
Length of Street 
Collision Experience 
Presence of Pedestrian Generators  
Dedicated Transit Route 

 Primary Emergency Response Route 
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 Type of Facility (Local, Collector or Type ‘C’ Arterial) 
 Percentage of Residential Frontage 

6.0 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS  

The design of all Traffic Calming Projects shall be subject to the guidelines of the Institute of 
Transportation Engineers (ITE), Canadian Guide to Neighbourhood Traffic Calming, and the 
local experience and recommendations of City Staff.  Where considered necessary, staff from 
other municipalities or engineering consultants may be contacted for their experience with the 
implementation of new specific traffic calming devices.  Designs will strive to improve the 
“quality of life” in the neighbourhood but must always be respective of the safety of motorists.

7.0 COST IMPLICATIONS 

Costs associated with traffic calming projects vary with the specific type of traffic calming 
measures selected and the overall scope and size of the project.  Individual traffic calming 
projects should only utilize a maximum of 50% of the total annual capital budget dedicated for 
traffic calming, in which case the project implementation may have to be phased over a number 
of years.  Residents of a particular neighbourhood will have the option to fund the additional 
costs required to complete projects or to initiate a project where budget dollars are unavailable in 
a particular year.  All neighbourhood funded improvements are non-refundable.                

8.0 CONCLUSION 

Traffic Calming measures have proven to be very effective in the management of neighbourhood 
vehicular traffic.  The behaviour of motorists can be safely altered through the successful design 
and installation of a well thought out plan that meets the needs of both neighbourhood residents 
and roadway users.  This policy is recommended to be the established process for the City of 
Pickering to fairly screen and implement all neighbourhood traffic calming requests. 
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FIGURE 2 

Traffic Calming Request Form

DATE:  _______________________ 

NAME:  _______________________________________ PHONE NUMBER:  ____________ 

ADDRESS:  ___________________________________________________________________

DESCRIBE WHICH STREET(S) ARE AFFECTED AND WHAT IS THE TRAFFIC 
RELATED PROBLEM(S).  PLEASE INDICATE HOW YOU BELIEVE THAT THE 
INSTALLATION OF TRAFFIC CALMING MEASURES MAY HELP: 

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

THIS AREA FOR ADMINISTRATION USE ONLY

DATE APPLICATION ISSUED:  ________________________  BY:  ____________________ 
DATE APPLICATION RECEIVED:  _____________________  BY:  ____________________ 



FIGURE 3 

Traffic Calming Review Checklist
DATE:  _______________________ 

STREET:  ______________________________________

MINIMUM CRITERIA

Facility Type  Local   Collector  Type ‘C’ Arterial 

Length of Facility  Greater than 300 metres 

Number of Lanes  Maximum of 2  

 Local Road

85th Percentile Speed  ______ km/h  Exceeds 55 km/h 

 AND/OR 

Infiltrating Traffic  _________ v/d of   _________ v/d     Exceeds 30% 

 Collector Road/Type ‘C’ Arterial

85th Percentile Speed  ______ km/h  Exceeds 57 km/h 

 AND/OR 

Infiltrating Traffic  _________ v/d of   _________ v/d     Exceeds 30% 

Note: The Traffic Calming request will be denied if any of the above criteria is not satisfied. 

SECONDARY CRITERIA POINTS

Transit Route  Yes (0 Points)  No (1 Point)                                                                  ______    

Emergency Route  Yes (0)   No (1)                                               ______ 

Collision  Experience  Less than 3/year (0)  More than 3/year (1)                                               ______ 

Pedestrian Generators  Yes (5)  No (0)                                               ______   

Residential frontage   < 60% (0)   > 60% (1) + (1)/10%                                                 ______ 

Service Function  Traffic (0)  Land Use (1)  Combination (.5)    ______ 

Traffic Volumes  _________ v/d  > Capacity (1)  < Capacity (0)    ______ 

Roadway Grade  < 5% (1)  < 10% (.5)  > 10% (0)    ______ 

Posted Speed Limit  40 km/h (0)  50 km/h (0)  60 km/h (0)    ______ 

Point Assessment Total Points    _____ 

Low Priority 0-5  Medium Priority 6-10  High Priority 11+ 

Note: Point system is not a warrant but rather a mechanism for reporting and discussion. 

Traffic Calming Request Status

 Approved for further review   Request Denied 



FIGURE 4 

Traffic Calming Support Form
Dear Resident: 

Please be advised that traffic calming measures have been requested for installation by the 
neighbours on your street.  Traffic calming measures are generally defined as the installation of 
mainly physical measures to reduce the negative effects of motor vehicle use, alter driver 
behaviour and improve conditions for non-motorized street users. 

Traffic calming can result in reduced vehicle speeds, lower traffic volumes, reduced collision 
severity and frequency, improve neighbourhood livability and help to reduce the negative effects 
of motorized vehicles on the environment.  Traffic calming measures, however, may also 
account for minimal delays to emergency response times, damages to vehicles and equipment 
and cause discomfort to victims requiring emergency attention.  It should also be noted that 
during the winter season, snow removal operations may be somewhat delayed due to the 
additional time required to complete the snow-clearing operations.

City staff have conducted technical traffic studies which indicate that traffic calming measures 
may be suitable for installation on your street.  The Safer Streets Traffic Calming Review 
Committee has considered the minimum criteria and has granted approval to proceed with this 
initiative.  A 70% support rate is required from the residents on your street in order for this 
project to proceed further.    

Please complete this form by printing your name, address, telephone number and indicating 
whether you support or oppose the installation of traffic calming measures on your street.  Please 
ensure that the form has been signed and dated, with one signature per household, by a person 18 
years of age or older. 

Thank-you for your co-operation and participation.  We will advise you of the outcome of this 
investigation and also provide you with the details of any future meetings.   

SUPPORT OPPOSE

RESIDENT’S NAME:  _____________________  ADDRESS:  _________________________ 

TELEPHONE NUMBER:  __________________ 

SIGNATURE: _____________________________ DATE: _____________________________ 
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1.0 POLICY STATEMENT

The purpose of this policy is to provide an established guideline to regulate the installation of 
Community Safety Zones in the City of Pickering.  Community Safety Zones may prove to be an 
effective method of targeting aggressive driving and improving safety, but their use should be 
limited to justified locations where their presence will be regularly enforced and respected.

2.0 INTRODUCTION 

Community Safety Zones are a new measure recently approved by the Ministry of 
Transportation.  The new regulation provides municipalities with the authority to designate and 
sign a section of a street as a Community Safety Zone where Highway Traffic Act offences and 
their resulting fines are effectively doubled.

Staff of the City of Pickering are presently investigating the merits of Community Safety Zones 
in cooperation with the Regional Municipality of Durham and the area municipalities.  A number 
of Community Safety Zones have been installed on Regional Roads as trial studies, one of which 
is located in Pickering on Whites Road (Regional Road 38), fronting St. Mary’s Catholic High 
School, between Strouds Lane and Finch Avenue (Regional Road 37). 

Until such time that the reviews of the trial Community Safety Zones are completed and a 
recommendation drafted, no new Community Safety Zones should be installed in the City of 
Pickering.

This policy and guideline will be forwarded for approval by City Council following the 
completion of the trial review period.          
    


